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Fr. Smith granted On a ‘one-man crusade’
activist
one-year extension Cambodian
Dith Pran brings his
of life under the
by College Corp. story
Khmer Rouge to PC
by Mary Votava
News Staff

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

Rev. Phillip A. Smith, O.P., at the announcement of Bob
Driscoll’s appointment as director of athletics, in Nov. 2001.
Dave Holman ’03
Editor-in-Chiief
and Frank Caliva ‘04
News Editor
by

While the Providence
College community still awaits
a formal announcement, the
Providence College Corp
oration voted on Oct. 1 to
extend the
COLLEGE term of Rev.
LEADERSHIP Philip
A.
Smith, O.P.,
as College President by one
year.
Now in the fourth year of his
second five-year term, Smith
asked for the extension to
oversee the completion of the
Center of the Arts fundraising,
if not the actual construction of
the planned facility. Smith
insists that his last day of office
will be June 30, 2005,
regardless of the status of the
project. He emphasized that he
had no interest in asking a third
five year term.
In an exclusive interview
with The Cowl held Tuesday, Fr.
Smith said that the events that
culminated in his term
extension date back to Jan.
2001. It was at this time that
the College Cabinet learned that
federal funding for campus
projects might be possible. Fr.
Smith presented the funding
proposal to the Executive
Committee of the Board of
Trustees in Feb. 2001, on the
condition that it would have to
be considered quickly. The
proposal
was
due
in
Washington, D.C., on March
22, 2001.
Smith said that since the
school is expecting the federal
funding from this fall's
appropriations bills, plans are

going ahead on the $17 million
project. “Once you get funding,
you have to plan,” Smith said.
As such, the College has
tentatively scheduled a ground
breaking in spring 2003,
targeting completion for
roughly 18 months later. The
fundraising campaign, pitched
to alumni on Oct. 5, is expected
to continue throughout
construction.
Considering the timetable
for the arts center, Smith said
he would need more time to
finish the project. “The
circumstances were somewhat
accidental,” Fr. Smith said, “If
the federal funding issue hadn’t
come up, we wouldn’t have
asked for [the extension].”
Smith proposed the
extension to the cabinet in June
2002 because he believes he is
well positioned to finish the
fundraising campaign for the
arts center. The campaign
would have been in a critical
stage just as Smith’s term was
originally supposed to end, and
he thinks it would be unfair to
his successor to come into office
in the middle of such a complex
situation. Additionally, Smith
thinks his friendships and
working relationships with
regards to the fundraising
campaign would be difficult for
a successor to immediately
duplicate. “It would be easier
for me to raise the money for
that period,” he said.
At their Oct. 1,2002 meeting,
the College Board of Trustees
recommended
to
the
Corporation that a one-year
extension on Fr. Smith’s term be
approved. Later that day, the
Corporation extended Fr.
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What should the College’s
official non-discrimination
statement include “sexual
orientation?”
Heart of the Matter
Commentary, page 12.

’05

Tuesday afternoon, a
captivated audience gathered in
’64 Hall to listen to a humble
and unassuming man talk about
his experience with evil.
He began by
CAMPUS declaring, “This
EVENTS is important. I
am not a pol
itician. I am a one-man crusade.
I am a living historian, and I just
want to tell the history of the
Cambodian people to the next
generation so that they will not
forget what happened.”
Dith Pran was portrayed in
the 1984 Hollywood movie The
Killing Fields that chronicle his
survivng four years in a
rehabilitation camp under the
communist Khmer Rouge
regime, which came to power in
Cambodia after the Vietnam
War and was responsible for the
genocide of between two and
three million Cambodians.
He spoke at Providence
College as a part of a monthlong tribute to Cambodian
culture, which includes exhibits
in the Phillips Memorial Library
and the Hunt-Cavanaugh
Gallery, as well as a film festival
this weekend at the Rhode
Island School of Design (RISD)

Dith Pran, whose story was told in the 1984 movie The
Killing Fields spoke in Slavin Center, Tuesday, Oct. 22.
and a celebration of Cambodian
dance this Sunday in ’64 Hall.
Though the PC students in
attendance were surely well
versed in the development of
Western Civilization, Cambodia
is a part of Indochina and
therefore it was beneficial for
Pran to first give a quick
summation of the history of
Cambodia and the events
leading up to the rise to power
of the Khmer Rouge.
Cambodia remained neutral
during the first half of the
Vietnam War, but was
eventually pulled in on the side
of the United States and mass
destruction ensued. It was

under these war-tom conditions
that the Khmer Rouge’s
promises of a better life to the
Cambodian people became
appealing. He said that with
destruction all around, the
Cambodian people had to look
somewhere for help.
Pran confessed that many
Cambodians, including himself,
stayed in Cambodia after the
war with the hope that the new
government would be better.
“We didn’t know they were evil.
We thought that the Khmer
Rouge were liberal and believed
in having a better life. We
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Fine fall day at PC

Autumn arrives at Providence College bringing changing leaves and
bright weather over the steeple of St. Dominic Chapel.

Please Recycle

This Newspaper

Before you die, should
you see The Ring!
The original and the
remake compared.
A&E, page 17.
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‘Midnight Mile’ gets
Alcohol Awareness Week
off to a running start

October 24, 2002

News BrIefs
Student Congress debates Global AIDS Campaign constitution
During the past two meetings,
Student Congress has again been busy
passing more legislation concerning
clubs and organizations on campus, with
three more clubs being approved.
At the meeting on Tuesday, Oct. 15,
2002, Congress voted to approve the
constitution of the volleyball club. The
club had formerly been declared
inactive, but was approved by a
unanimous vote.
Also unanimous was the decision to
approve the crew club. At the previous
meeting. Congress had tabled the
resolution accepting the crew club’s
constitution, determining they lacked
sufficient information to approve it. At
this meeting the club was further
discussed and then voted on.
Also approved, but with some debate,
was the Providence College Student
Global AIDS Campaign. Originally
there was concern about the inclusion of

the word "activism” in its constitution.
Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P., Vice
President for Student Services, said at
the meeting that he thought the word
"activism" had a hostile connotation.
The Congress first voted to amend the
resolution, taking the word out, and then
approved it.
At the following meeting, held
Monday, Oct. 21, 2002, two more clubs
came before Congress for approval. The
first, the human resource management
club, was tabled after it was determined
that the club could be included in a
similar group under the Department of
Management. Meanwhile, the art club
was approved after some discussion.
Finally, the members discussed
eating disorders on campus and the
possible development of future plans for
programs to raise the level of awareness
of the topic.
—Stephanie Barkus ’05

Assault, threat, and fire alarms on campus over weekend

RYAX E WALSH '04/The Cowl

A member of the Providence College women’s swim team crosses the finish
line of the annual Midnight Mile, Sunday, Oct. 20. The event kicks off
Alcohol Awareness Week. Dozens of participants turned out to express their
enthusiasm by running a full mile at the stroke of midnight.

Davis, Guzman, and Aquinas Halls
were hot spots for security incidents over
this past weekend. An assault was re
ported at 12:22 a.m. on Oct. 19 at Davis
Hall. Because the investigation is on
going no additional information is avail
able. At 1:36 a.m. on Saturday security
reported an incident outside Guzman
Hall. Though listed in the security log
book as a “disturbance,” Chief Reilly
said the incident "actually was an as
sault.” The assault occurred between PC
and non-PC students. The report did not
state whether alcohol was a factor. Be
cause this investigation too is ongoing,
no further details are available. Chief
Reilly did say that attorneys will be in
volved in the case.
Rev. Kenneth Sicard, O.P., Dean of
Residence Life, issued a statement con
cerning an incident that occurred at 3:00
a.m. Sunday morning in Aquinas Hall.
“During the past weekend, a female resi
dent assistant was involved in a situa
tion in which she reportedly felt threat
ened by another student. In addition to
the measures taken by the College, the

RA chose to take further legal action and
obtained a restraining order against the
student. The College is complying with
the legal directives and is investigating
the matter, which has been referred,
through the appropriate channels, to the
Disciplinary Office.” Chief Philip Reilly
said, “Alcohol was involved. The threat
ening student was removed from the
building.” Reilly stressed that the threat
was verbal in nature, not physical. This
case is also an ongoing investigation.
Mai Brown Hall experienced two
“malicious” fire alarms over the
weekend as reported by the Office of
Safety and Security. One occurred at
11:35 p.m. Saturday, and the other at
1:30 a.m. Sunday, Oct. 20. As is
becoming typical, a number of vehicles
were broken into over the weekend as
well. Larceny from an automobile was
reported at 12:15 a.m. Sunday outside
of Raymond Hall. In addition, two cars
were reportedly damaged in the D-Lot
parking area in the afternoon of that same
day.
—Natalie Forbes ’05

Price of JRW bids rises

The Groden Network of Programs
The Groden Network provides services for individuals with autism and related
disorders and their families in school day vocational, residential, in -home, and
clinical settings. Excellent heavior therapy training for staff! Earn while you
learn!

In-Home Behavior Specialist

Work with children and their families in the child’s home environment. Behavio
specialists work closely with a supervisor and clinicians who design behavioral
and educational plans for each child. Part-time, morning, afternoon and weekenc
shfts available.

Residential Behavior Specialist

Student budget or not, most juniors
manage to finance Junior Ring Weekend,
one of the most anticipated events of
their four years at PC. A ticket,
commonly known as a “bid,” to this
year’s weekend is $130, which must be
paid in full regardless of whether or not
the student can attend each event
planned.
J he weekend is funded with the
allotted money the Class of 2004
received from Student Congress as well
as the collected bid money. According
to Susan Howe ’04, a member of the
JRW Core Plann ing Committee, any
profits from bid sales will be given to
the class to be utilized for their
Commencement Week activities. The
bid price, which varies from year to year,
is determined by taking into
consideration all of the expenses the
weekend incurs, said Howe.
So what do you get for your money ?
Howe explained that the weekend begins
with “Club Night,” which is held at a
secret club to which students are
provided transportation. The next day,
a Mass is held to bless the class rings
and is then followed by transportation
to a secret location where a formal black
tie dance takes place. Students receive

dinner and favors as well as a night of
dancing to music supplied by a
professional DJ. The finale of the
weekend is a brunch with a video
presentation on a big screen, held Sunday
morning.
“You get a complete weekend for the
bid price,” Howe said. “It’s too bad if
you have to miss one night because you
are going to miss out. But if you buy a
bid, you have to pay full price.”
Howe explained that the only
“discount” offered is during the bid buy
back process when students have to
opportunity to sell back half of their bid
if they do not want or could not find a
date. Bids will be on sale from Oct. 28
until Nov. 8 and buy backs will be from
Nov. 11 until Nov. 13.
Though last year’s bid price to the
Class of 2003 JRW was only $110, a $20
difference from this year’s price, Howe
said that no one has complained. “It’s
important to keep in mind that last year’s
price did not include a Club Night,”
Howe stated. “The staff has really put a
lot of time into this. It’s an expensive
weekend to create and it’s only
reasonable to ask our class to
contribute.”

—Shawna Hassett ’03

Work with adolescents and adults with autism and pervasive development
disorder. Full and part-time, weekend shifts available.

To apply, please send cover letter indicating the position(s) that interest you and
resume, or call for more information:

The Groden Network of Programs
Human Reseource Department
32 Branch Avenue
Providence RI02904
Ph. (401)274-6310 Fax (401) 421-1161
www, grodencenter.org h i ri n g @grodencenter.ore._______

To Faculty, Staff, and Students:

I wish to express my appreciation and my gratitude to all who
have expressed their condolences to me on the death of my
brother. I am deeply grateful for your thoughtfulness. Providence
College has once more shown its familial spirit.
John F. Cunningham, O.P.
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President vetoes library expansion study
by

Keith Carr ’04

Asst. News Editor

On Oct. 10, Rev. Philip A. Smith,
O.P., President of Providence College,
vetoed a Faculty Senate resolution
recommending a library expansion
study, which had been passed on Sept.
25. By refusing to allow a feasibility
study, Fr. Smith has
STUDENT effectively quashed any
urc; proposal of expansion.
The resolution had
called for “the College [to] conduct a
feasibility study to explore the cost of
enlarging the library building sufficiently
to satisfy the demand for study space and
other ancillary functions as well as space
sufficient to hold the current collection
intact and allow for the growth of the
collection for the next generation.”
Fr. Smith justified his veto in an Oct.
10 memorandum to the Faculty Senate:
“I do not believe that the data necessary
for making a decision whether or not to
expand the College’s library is available
now and will not be available for at least
several years, it would not be a good use
of time and resources to authorize the
proposed feasibility study.” While data
is not available that would justify a final
decision about expansion, Fr. Smith does
credit data compiled by the library
which, in his view, lends credence to the
notion that there is “uncertainty over
how information is being accessed in our
library.”
Going on to cite library borrowing
statistics, Fr. Smith reasoned, “Assuming
that students are challenged to use the
library for research assignments, they
must be accessing information
electronically” (Oct. 10 Memorandum).
In light of these statistics, “The revised
library renovation proposal [by Dr.
Harvey Varnet, Director of the Library]
submitted to the Faculty Senate Library
Committee has the capacity and the
flexibility to meet the general needs of
Providence College for the next 13 years,
combined with an intelligent weeding of
the collection and the selective use of
compact shelving.”
The foundation of this argument rests
on the premise that library circulation
statistics adequately and accurately

account for the actual usage of library
materials—a premise that some faculty
members are quick to critique. “Usage
is not necessarily taking a book out of
the library...students Xerox,” said Dr.
Constance Rousseau, Professor of
History and Chair of the History
Department. The problem lies in the
library’s computation of statistics for
usage which, for books at least, is based
exclusively on book circulation rather
than usage. Rousseau went on to say,
“We [the History Department] were
extremely disappointed that Fr. Smith
did not see the library issue the way that
a good portion of the faculty did and
certainly the way the Faculty Senate
itself did.”

I do not believe that the data
necessary for making a decision
whether or not to expand the
college’s library is available
now and will not be available
for at least several years, it
would not be a good use of time
and resources to authorize the
proposed feasibility study.
Rev. Philip A. Smith
At the heart of the debate over the
library is a disagreement over what
exactly the library should represent. For
some, including it would appear, the PC
administration, the library should be a
modern, computerized academic center
with comfortable study spaces and
meeting areas in addition to essential
texts and current periodicals. At the
other extreme is a galvanized core of
faculty, particularly within the history
department, who feel that the library
should be an academic repository that is
easily browsable and contains a large
number of books and back issues of
periodicals in addition to electronic
resources; additionally, few faculty
members are opposed to a cosmetic
renovation.
“[The History Department] is
concerned with expansion because we’re
concerned with accessibility to books
and journals—both the current issues as

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

In days past students were forced to search through bulky card catalogues.
With modern computerized records, the catalogue is a relic of days past
well as the back issues. And that’s why
we thought a feasibility study would be
useful to see what we could do about
getting a study to look at an expansion
of the library,” said Roussseau.
Professor of Sociology and President
of the Faculty Senate, Dr. Hugh Lena
responded to Fr. Smith’s decision: “I am
hopeful that as a result of those decisions
there will be a revised plan that will
address the concerns of the faculty.”
At the Sept. 25 Faculty Senate
meeting, Varnet had said, “There have
been some of you that have said that if

we do not add on to the building you will
be unhappy, and I think some of you
should be prepared to be unhappy.”
Without a doubt, some faculty members
are openly disappointed with Fr. Smith’s
veto, according to Rousseau, “If we
could have a plan where there is much
less of a separation from the books and
the readers I think then there might be
some way of conciliation and some way
of dealing with the issue so that we can
have a happy result for all concerned.
But right now, we’re just waiting.”

Library considers expanding leisure book collection
by

Stephanie Barkus ’05
News Staff

In the upcoming months, the
proposed renovations to Phillips
Memorial Library will be an important
discussion topic, as both administrators
and students express their views on what
needs to be done. Still, in at least one
aspect, a change seems to
STUDENT | be taking place, without
LIFE | the presence of a
construction crew.
At the Student Congress meeting held
Tuesday, Oct. 15, 2002, Harvey Varnet,
director of Phillips Memorial Library,
along with others working on the
renovation plans, presented the latest
proposals for the library and answered
students questions.
Keeley Wray ’05, sophomore class
representative, brought up the topic of a
leisure reading section. “Last year, I
went to the library stressed out and
needing an escape,” said Wray. “I
expected to find a fiction novel, but was
disappointed by the selection.”
Varnet explained that many novels
are available through the HELIN
consortium with other Rhode Island
colleges. Now, however, steps are being
taken to improve the leisure reading
selection at the library on campus.
According to Martha Sanders,
coordinator of collection services and
catalog librarian at the library, the idea
for a leisure reading section came up
about four or five years ago. To provide

these books, a group got together and
combed public library sales, she said.
A book cart was set up at the library,
and students took the books on the basis
of the honor system, rather than actually
checking them out of the library. “It’s
work to put them into the catalog. For
leisure reading, its more comfortable,”
she said of this system.
Despite that the library lost many
books in the process, “We’ll probably
continue to do it this way,” said Ann
Sullivan, chief catalog assistant at the
library, but explained that they would
probably insert laminated bookmarks in
the books, reminding students to bring
them back.
The main difference from before,
however, will be the publicity
surrounding the leisure reading section
and the level of students’ invalvement
in selecting books.
“We need to do something more
inviting and eye-catching,” said
Sullivan. “Before, we were going into
it blind as to what students wanted to
see,” Sanders added.
In order to ascertain what students
would like included in the collection,
Sullivan sent out an e-mail to students,
asking them to submit one or two
favorite authors. “We’re just thrilled,”
Sullivan said of the response, which
consisted of 84 e-mails, only one of
which was negative.
The oftentimes little disparity
between novels and leisure reading is
demonstrated in these responses. “What

is one person’s leisure book is another’s
research,” Sanders said.
“Some authors students have
requested we have in our collection,”
said Sullivan. She listed Stephen King,
Victor Hugo, J.R.R. Tolkien, and Oscar
Wilde as examples, and said she was
planning on getting back to students
concerning the location of books already
in the library’s collection.
Other books requested by students,
such as ones written by Danielle Steele
and J.K. Rowling, are not already at the
library. Leslie Lanzieri, chief periodicals
assistant at Phillips Memorial Library,
explained the difference between the
novels at the library and so-called leisure
reading books. “The novels we get have
usually received literary acclaim, while
leisure reading usually appeals to the
mass market,” she said.
Wray suggested that the library offer
books from the New York Times
bestsellers list. “I don’t have $15 in my
weekly budget to spend on a novel,” she
said. “It’d be nice if the library carried
it.”
The library does occasionally carry
bestsellers, such as The Lovely Bones,
by Alice Sebold, a novel told from the
point of view of a girl who has been
murdered, and currently a bestseller.
“It’s one of those books that caught fire,”
said Sanders.
This is not the first time Wray has
proposed that the library carry more
leisure reading books. Last year, she
posted her views on the library complaint

board, suggesting they include
bestsellers in the collection. She said she
got an unfavorable reply, informing her
that bestsellers don’t necessarily suit the
needs of the students.
“Our primary mission is providing
the students with what they want and
need within our budget,” Sanders said.
Lanzieri added, “Leisure reading
material is not necessarily academic
related.”
Sanders said that the literature
collection at the library is very rich, and
is added to on an annual basis. “We have
a lot of top novelists, but we don’t have
them all,” Sullivan added.
They said they hoped that faculty,
staff, and students would provide
donations to supplement the leisure
reading section. Sullivan also said the
library would probably buy some new
books.
It appeared from the student
responses that they most wanted new
mystery novels. “There are so many
good mystery writers, we can’t keep up,”
said Sullivan. She also said there were
many requests for fantasy and science
fiction books.
“I’m thankful that other students
share my passion for reading,” Wray
said, saying she was pleased with the
library staff’s response.
Lanzieri said they were open to any
suggestions students had, while Sullivan
added, “We love communicating with
the students.”
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Pran: Cambodian activist PC Security releases
challenges students
campus crime statistics
continued from front page
refused to believe that the Khmer Rouge
would come and destroy its own people.”
When Pran asked the audience if they
had seen The Killing Fields, a vast
majority of hands went up and a smile
stretched across his face as a proof that
his one-man crusade was making a
difference. This movie, shown at various
times throughout last weekend on PC’s
academic channels, shows the story of
Pran who chose to stay in Cambodia only
to be imprisoned by the Khmer Rouge
and chronicled his narrow escape to the
United States. Pran spoke quietly,
admitting that he still could not watch
parts of the movie. He said, “It’s so real
for me.”
Pran’s indignation was apparent
when talking about his life under the
Khmer Rouge. “In that regime we did
not have the right to do anything. We
became like robots.. .they really did want
us to die.”
At other points though, Pran showed
a lightness of heart about his experience
when talking about the beauty of the
Cambodian culture that is now
struggling to revive like the rising of the
sun. He admitted the only way he had
come to cope with the trauma was
throwing his whole self into his work:
he is now a photojournalist for the New
York Times.
There was a wider message at work
Tuesday afternoon as Pran spoke.
People in the audience raised questions
about the state of the world today, and
in light of Pran’s experience implored
him as to what can be done. Pran relayed
his experience of taking pictures the
morning of Sept. 11, 2001, and the
speech shifted topic.

He made strong comments about the
United States’ role in the world today.
Pran shared with the audience his
personal opinion that if the United States
invades Iraq, many countries will have
to become involved and possibly
destroyed, allowing for another regime
such as the Khmer Rouge to come to
power.
As Pran spoke with the authority of a
man who has lived through the reign of
a government responsible for the deaths
of almost all of his family, along with
two to three million of his countrymen,
it is hard to doubt the validity of his
experience. He said, “Evil is still evil, it
is just under a different name.”
This message struck a chord with
Sabrina Murphy ’05. She commented
afterwards, “Dith Pran speaking today
was very important because it is so
necessary for Americans to look at our
history critically and the effects of our
global politics, especially in light of our
current involvement in Afghanistan and
Iraq.”
Pran reiterated throughout his speech
that he came to educate the next
generation about his experience. He
stressed that he does not want the next
generation to make the same mistakes
and he thanked the crowd multiple times
for caring about the situation,
encouraging more dialogue in the future.
Though Pran spoke of the painful past
of the Cambodian people, he posed a
strong challenged for the future to the
group in attendance Tuesday. He urged,
“Now the war is hitting home and we
have to do something to make peace
happen. We have to eliminate this kind
of crisis and learn to live together
without harming one another.”

by

Natalie Forbes ’05
News Staff

It is a little book with a lot of impor
tant information. The booklet, Crime
Awareness and Campus Safety and Se
curity, distributed to all PC students’
Friar boxes this past week, includes a
letter from Chief of SeSECURITY curity Philip Reilly, imISSUESj portant phone numbers
and security department
information, tips on crime prevention,
violation policies, and crime statistics
from the past three years. The College
is required under the federal Cleary Act,
part of the Higher Education Act of 1965,
to make this disclosure.
The booklet reminds students that 30
emergency phones are located
throughout the campus, some on dorms
and buildings, and an additional 10
“strategically located around the campus
with a blue light.” An emphasis is put
on keeping the dorms secure during the
day and night. With the exception of St.
Joseph Hall, all dorms are locked 24
hours a day. Desk monitors are present
in all female dorms every night of the
week to check in male guests. A main
concern of the security department is the
propping open of doors. This common
action is extremely dangerous. Security
attempts to make students aware of crime
on and off campus so that residents will
know that they need to do things to
protect themselves, such as keeping
doors locked at all times.
Hall Directors and Resident Assis
tants have held meetings with residents,
in cooperation with security officers,
concerning campus safety. As Reilly
writes in his letter to the campus com
munity, “maintaining a safe and secure
campus involves all members of the
College community.” Six main safety
concerns were stressed at these meetings.
Never prop building doors open; Close
and lock doors you see propped open;
Ensure that room / apartment doors are
locked even if residents are present in
the room, as one resident’s laptop was
stolen while roommates were napping in
the room; Do not hold doors open for
strangers; Unlock security screens only
in emergency situations; Keep your stu
dent ID on you at all times; Immediately
report any stranger found in a building,
or any unusual activity.
At least one student feels that the Col
lege should do more to keep students safe
on campus. Kristen Pichler ’05 said, “I

would like to see more escorts at differ
ent places around campus at night. I
would like to see an escort at St.
Dominic’s Chapel because a lot of stu
dents go to Mass at night or go there to
study, and don’t have an escort back to
their dorm.”
The last pages of the booklet list
crime statistics for the past three years.
Disciplinary referrals for liquor law vio
lations topped the list by an incredible
margin, totaling 263 total on-campus
incidents in 2001. However, the num
ber is down from 497 in 1999. The sec
ond most frequent crime was burglary,
up from 23 in 1999 to 37 reported inci
dents in 2001. Only nine of the reported
burglaries occurred in residence facili
ties. Drug related violations totaled five
in both 1999 and 2000, but rose to 14 in
2001. Reported incidents of arson have
increased significantly from zero in
1999, and two in 2000, to 12 in 2001.
One sex offense, eight robberies, seven
aggravated assaults, and two motor ve
hicle thefts were also reported in 2001.
These statistics seem to speak rela
tively well of the College and security
on campus. The statistics from “Post 21
and Post 23,” which cover a two to four
mile radius of the campus, sound more
accurate to the average student. Though
the student body hears numerous reports
of incidents off campus involving PC
students, these reports are filed with
Providence Police and do not necessar
ily have to be listed in PC campus sta
tistics because they occur outside of PC
Security’s jurisdiction. Between the two
posts, 29 robberies were reported, 24
assaults, and 342 occurrences of larceny.
Chris Murphy ’04, voiced his opinion on
off-campus crime. “What bothers me is
the way students go to visit bars like
Louie’s and Clubbies completely oblivi
ous of the danger they’re putting them
selves in. Those bars aren’t in the nicest
part of town, and although it’s only a few
minutes down the street, it seems like
the students get lulled into a false sense
of security because of that. 1 have friends
who are bouncers at some of these es
tablishments, big guys, and they don’t
even walk there. They drive their car and
make sure the doors are locked. ’
“Providence College will do every
thing in its power to make the College a
secure place for all who work, study, and
live on campus,” assured Chief Philip
Reilly.

The Office of the Dean of Undergraduate Studies
invites applicants for the

Davies-Jackson Scholarship
The two-year scholarship to St. John’s College of Cambridge
University in England covers all tuition, fees, and room and
board during term-time, living expenses during summer
vacation, and travel to and from England.
eligible for the scholarship, applicants must:
be seniors graduating in May 2003;
be the first in their family to graduate from college;
come from a modest economic background;
have demonstrated enthusiasm and achievement in the
arts, humanities, and social sciences; and
■ have a cumulative grade point average around 3.8
(recommended, although not required).

To be
■
■
■
■

The application deadline is November 18, 2002.
For more information and application materials, visit
www.cic.edu/caphe/assistance/davies.asp .

Applications should be submitted through Dean Arruda.
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Feinstein, service groups struggle with off-campus shutte
by

Lauren Wholley ’04
News Staff

On Sept. 10, 2002, Joanna
von Holland ’04 left her
community service site to find
that her car had been broken
into in the parking lot. Von
Holland’s dilemma is one
common among many PC
students: should
one
attempt to
campus]
ISSUES work around a
spotty shuttle
schedule or risk leaving their car
in an unfamiliar parking lot?
As a public service major,
von Holland has spent a good
deal of her time at the San
Miguel School in South
Providence. Because PC does
not
provide
shuttle
transportation to that part of
town, von Holland resorted to
driving her own car. The breakin resulted in the theft of her CD
player and the destruction of her
window and has caused von
Holland to question bringing
her car to school. “Now, I am
not at all comfortable driving
myself and other students to
South Providence,” she said.
Her uneasiness stems from
an ongoing problem faced by
those students who leave the
campus to volunteer their time
at community service sites. A
limited number of shuttles offer
transportation to the Smith Hill
area during the week. A
problem arises when students
need to volunteer in areas of
Providence that are outside of
the PC shuttle loop. Students
traveling to those sites are faced

with the difficulty of finding
another means of transportation
or risking their own car like von
Holland.
As a result of the break-in,
the Feinstein Institute for Public
Service has expressed interest in
the shuttle situation. Von
Holland is impressed by the
effort and hopes that the PC
administration will follow suit.
“Feinstein is working hard to
review the policy...up until
now, there has never been an
incident, now here it is, so what
is going to be done about it?”
said von Holland.
Because of a combined
effort on the part of the Student
Activity Involvement Lead
ership (SAIL) Office and the
Student Congress to increase
shuttle service for students, a
community service loop now
runs Monday through Friday
between the hours of 2 p.m. and
6 p.m. The change in the route
was enacted after last year’s
Thanksgiving break. SAIL
Director Sharon Hay explained,
“We knew changes had to take
place...we talked to Student
Congress, took surveys, and
looked at the shuttle service at
other schools.”
President of the Pastoral
Service Organization (PSO),
Kaitlin St. George ’03, is happy
with the new community
service loop, explaining, “it
went from nothing to
something, they’re working on
it every year.”
The College does not own the
shuttles, but has a contract with
Professional Security Services

to provide transportation to
students. There are no current
plans to contract any more
shuttles, but, “We are exploring
all options to provide the best
shuttle service for students,”
Hay said.
Yet, even with the added
shuttle loops, some students still
see service transportation as
lacking. Public service major
Marcella Frederico ’04 views
the link between the shuttle and
the various public service
groups on campus as
disorganized. “I personally was
able to coordinate with SAIL so
my students could get to their
site, but I feel like the PSO sites
are taken care of in the
Community Service Loop...I
think whoever does the
planning should check with
Feinstein...their
entire
existence is centered around
service.”
Another complaint is that the
Community Service Loop only
runs in the afternoon. PSO
member Maggie Delaney ’04
finds that the 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
runs conflict with her volunteer
schedule. “I have an afternoon
class everyday, so my only
option to get to my site would
be in the morning or at night.
Unfortunately, the shuttle does
not accommodate those times
and I don’t have my own car,
so I am in the process of
figuring something out.”
Assistant Professor of
Theology Dr. Micheal Tkacik is
also the Director of the
Feinstein Institue for Public
Service. He sees transportation

KRISTIN ELLIS '05rThe Cowl

A PC shuttle waits outside of Raymond Hall to bring
students to volunteer off campus.
as a problem for his students heavy, so new drivers must hold
who volunteer and is working a commercial license in order to
towards a solution.
“A operate the vehicles.
While the school mulls over
conversation is in the works
between [the administration] the issue, students continue to
and myself, but I don’t know volunteer their time despite
what will come of it...As of obstacles, yet not without a hint
right now, we transport to of exasperation. “The mission
service sites through other statement of the school says to
students or professors,” he said. go out and help others, but it’s
Von Holland, recognizing the hard to fulfill that under some
effort, said “Feinstein has bent circumstances,” von Holland
over backwards to get students said. In contrast, St. George
thinks that the situation is
to their service sites.”
An obvious solution would manageable. “It’s worked out,
be to purchase a vehicle strictly people come out of the
for service purposes. According woodwork with cars.” For the
to Dr. Thomas Canavan, Vice moment, the shuttle debate
President
of Academic continues to be discussed
Administration, however, new between student volunteers and
federal regulations for 15 administrators.
passenger vans have been
putting the brake on change.
The vans are considered top
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Latino lecture highlights diversity issues at PC
by

Jamie Chase ’04
News Staff

On Thursday, Oct. 17, the
Balfour Center for Multicultural
Affairs held a discussion forum
entitled “In Celebration of
Hispanic Heritage.” The event,
which took place in Slavin
Center gave a panel of five
Latino speakers
CAMPUS [ the opportunity to
EVENTS i offer their indiv
idual perspectives
about what it is like to live and
work within the Latino
community. They were also
able to offer the audience their
professional expertise about
certain issues that Latinos face
here in Rhode Island, from
education to housing to poverty
issues.
According to Dr. Wilesse
Comissiong, the Dean of the
Balfour Center, the idea behind
the panel “was to introduce the
Latino community to our
campus, to bring these leaders
and professionals from Rhode
Island here to share their ideals
and own perspectives to help
educate students.” Comissiong
also added. “[It’s] important to
get to know the Latino
community right here in Rhode
Island, and this forum allowed
us the opportunity to do just
that.”
The panel gave each speaker
about a half-hour each to
present their experiences as
Latinos in today’s society. The
panel included Angel Tavares,
an attorney and 2000
Democratic candidate for
Congress; Nellie Gorbea, the

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’04/The Cowl

Marcus Antonio, the former Providence mayoral liason to the Latino community addresses
the audience in the Slavin soft lounge on Thursday, Oct. 17.
current president of the Rhode
Island Latino Civic Fund Felicia
Diaz, a housing coordinator at
the Elmwood Foundation
Alfredo Lorenzo, a local artist
and Marcos Antonio, the former
mayoral liaison to the Latino
community and current director
of the Latino Film Festival.
Dr. Carmen Rolon, Assistant
Professor of the Education
Department, who thought, “the
panel itself was very good
because it was so personal and
so informative,” moderated the
panel forum. As Rolon stated,
“It gave a very unique look into

the
Latino
community
especially into prevalent issues
such as housing, public affairs,
and political involvement on the
part of the panelists.”
The Balfour Center sponsors
events such as “In Celebration
of Hispanic Heritage” in hopes
of getting information out to
students
about
various
backgrounds and cultures.
Rolon was very pleased with
how this particular event turned
out because, as Rolon stated,
“Every seat in the room was
taken.” For Rolon, “that
amount of participation in this

event shows that the students,
the faculty, and the community
have a high level of interest in
diversity issues in general and
in the Latino community.”
Idilai Veiera, administrative
coordinator of the Balfour
Center, was also “very pleased
with the turn-out.” She attended
the forum as a representative
from the Balfour Center and
thought the “event was very
well-received as it was attended
by numerous students, faculty,
staff and outside guests.” Veiera
pointed to the fact there were
even four or five high school

students present in the audience
with their teacher and that
Father Smith, O.P., the
President of Providence
College, was also in attendance.
Monica Tejada ’04, an
audience member at the forum,
had a unique perspective to
offer to issues such as diversity
here on campus because she is
from South America. Tejada,
who came to Providence
College from Bolivia, thinks
that organizations “like the
Balfour Center and the Board of
Multicultural Student Affairs do
a great job.”
In trying to bring diversity
to the forefront. Tejada, in
regards to the Hispanic Heritage
forum, said “I think it is very
important for people to realize
the moral/ethical responsibility
in helping minorities, or
immigrants.” Tejada also
stressed that “although there are
a lot of clubs on campus [to
promote the idea of diversity]
one of the weaknesses is often
the response of students.”
Tejada stated that “students
often may not be open to trying
out new things or that they may
feel unwelcome at certain
events.” However, Tejada
stressed that this should not be
the case and should not keep
students from attending events
that the Balfour Center or other
organizations put on. She also
said that “everyone should feel
welcome” at such events and
“take it as an opportunity to
learn more about other
cultures”.
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Smith: Faculty, students unaware of extension
continued from front page
Smith’s term as the 11th President of
Providence College.
Although this decision was made
three weeks ago, no official
announcement has been made by the
board, the President’s Office, or any
other College officials. Fr. Smith said he
was aware of no plans to make the
extension known officially, but said that
he would do so if the Board of Trustees
so requested.
Dr. Hugh Lena, Professor of
Sociology and President of the Faculty
Senate, admitted he was only aware of
the extension when The Cowl solicited
his reaction to it. Lena said that while he
met with Smith Tuesday afternoon,
Smith did not mention the extension.
Lena offered little reaction, “I have
enjoyed meeting with him on a regular
basis.” Concerning the lack of
announcement from the College, Lena
said, “As part of the regular
communication
between
the
administration and the faculty, it’s
helpful to know things directly.”
Another faculty member was
discouraged by the lack of a formal
announcement. Dr. Eric Hirsch,
Associate Professor of Sociology and
Vice-President of the Faculty Senate
from 1999-2001, reported that faculty
was not informed to his knowledge.
“Unfortunately, there is a top-down
leadership style at the College, though
there are exceptions. It would have been
nice to have a little more
communication.”
Assistant Professor of Political
Science Dr. Joseph P. Cammarano had a
favorable outlook toward the extension.
“It’s a great opportunity for Fr. Smith to
get the ball rolling on fundraising for the
new arts center.” which he hopes will be
a lynchpin for the community.
For the most part, past and present
Providence College leaders reacted
positively to the news of the extension.
The 10th and previous College President,
Faculty Senate President from 19671969, and current Professor of
Philosophy, Rev. John F. Cunningham,
O.P., extended his support to Fr. Smith
and said, "I think the extension makes
perfect sense.”
Student Congress President Steve
Niemiec ’03 had praise for Smith and
the extension. “Fr. Sjnith is a great
fundraiser. He has the ability to carry
the Providence spirit very well in light
of fundraising activities. His ability

allows the students to receive better
facilities and an overall better campus
outlook on the school they attend. The
extension of his term puts the students
as well as the school in a very excellent
position.”
Smith’s fundraising abilities aside,
funding for the $17 million arts center
is not expected to come easily. Not only
did Fr. Smith mention Tuesday the
difficulty of soliciting donations during
hard economic times, but he cautioned

that the expected federal monies would
account for “less than 20 percent” of the
total price tag, and the rest of the funds
need to be raised elsewhere. Nor are the
federal monies themselves a sure thing.
The College is banking the Center for
the Arts’s future on the U.S. Congress’s
delayed appropriations bills, expected to
be passed after the November elections.
While his outside relationships and
fundraising abilities are a primary
motivation for Smith’s desire to stay an

extra year, he traces his decision to a
more personal concern. “Throughout my
tenure, I have pushed for academic
excellence [at the College] in both the
Catholic and Dominican traditions,” he
said. Smith said just as the construction
of St. Dominic Chapel two years ago
represented a commitment to the
spiritual life of the campus, “the Center
for the Arts will be a concrete expression
of our commitment to the liberal arts.
...Having that completed would be a
good way to end my term.”

A brief history of the presidency
Fr. Smith’s limited
term length
unprecedented
by Dave Holman ’03
Editor-in-Chief

Although announcements of
“terms” and “extensions” of terms have
seemed commonplace over the last
several years, defined time limits on the
Providence College Presidency are
unique to the tenure of Rev. Philip A.
Smith, O.P. The election process of the
College President has evolved
significantly over the 83-year history
of Providence College.
The presidential terms of the first 10
Presidents of Providence College have
greatly varied—and term extensions
are not a new phenomenon. The first
restrictions on the presidency came
only from Dominican regulations
limiting the length of all assignments.
Since the presidency was considered
just one such assignment, it too was
limited to six years.
The first College President, Rev.
Dennis A. Casey, O.P., did not serve out
the normal six years, remaining in
office from 1918 to 1921. It was not
until third President of the College, Rev.
Lorenzo C. McCarthy, O.P., that a
president asked for an extension.
McCarthy’s term would stand as the
longest at nine years, until Fr. Slavin’s
tenure from 1947 to 1961. The next
two presidents after Fr. Slavin, Frs.
Dore and Haas, both kept within the
traditional six years.
1971 was a pivotal year for the
College and the presidency. The
Faculty Senate, established in Jan.
1968, was relatively new, and the
school would shortly go co-ed. Prior to
the 1971 election, the College’s power
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was a bit more concentrated. Though
the College Corporation had, as it does
today, technically held the vote for the
presidency, its power was largely pro
forma, according to Jane Jackson,
Director of Providence College
Archives. The prior provincial of the
Province of St. Joseph, the chairman of
the College Corporation, had the de facto
president-making authority.
The 1971 election was the first time
more input was sought beyond the
provincial or the Corporation’s pro
forma role. Jackson reported that the
active “campaign” for the presidency
sought input from other parts of the
campus, such as a Faculty Senate
committee, and was characterized by
“more
interest and
apparent
involvement.” The election featured
issues such as the still-standing
requirement that a Dominican Friar be
the College President.
Ninth College President Rev. Thomas
A. Peterson, O.P.,’s marathon 14 years
were not wasted, according to Dr. Donna
T. McCaffrey, Assistant Professor of
History and author of The origins and
early history of Providence College
through 1947. She characterized
Peterson as “the best president we’ve
ever had. He was an elegant, intellectual
gentleman who dialogued, built like
crazy, and developed the place [PC] as a
family.”
Tenth College President Rev. John F.
Cunningham, O.P., served for nine years.
Fr. Smith arrived at Providence Col
lege in 1981 as an assistant professor of
philosophy, quickly drawing Fr.
Peterson’s attention. According to Dr.
McCaffrey, Fr. Peterson regularly set
young Dominicans up as special assis
tants to see the presidency firsthand.
This grooming lasted from 1982 to 1985
until the end of Peterson’s presidency.
Smith’s teaching title changed in 1984

to full professor of philosophy. He con
tinued to teach at PC until 1990, when
he became President of the Pontifical
Faculty of the Dominican House of
Studies in Washington, D.C.
Fr. Smith’s election to the presi
dency was unique for a number of
reasons. Two years before his election,
the process was changed when the Col
lege Corporation changed their by-laws
on June 30, 1992, to create the Board
of Trustees.
The by-laws detail a separation of
powers under which the Corporation is
the dominant body. With the prior pro
vincial as the ex officio chairman, all
matters of property ownership, con
tracts, and all actions of the school char
ter not reserved to the trustees fall un
der the aegis of the Corporation. The
Board of Trustees is charged with all
governance of Providence College not
reserved to the Corporation.
Additionally, Fr. Smith himself re
quested the numerical constraint of five
years on his terms as president. Terms
make it “easier to plan for what you
want to do,” Smith said.
He was reelected to second five-year
term as president in 1998, formally an
nounced by the College in the June 12,
1998, issue of the Spectrum.
For the next president, the process
is governed by the Corporation’s by
laws. The Board of Trustees recom
mends a person, who must be a Domini
can Friar. If the person is rejected by
the Corporation, the process is repeated.
The trustees may also recommend the
College President for removal. Smith
observed that there is nothing in the by
laws about terms or set numbers of
years for them. The Corporation “could
do whatever they want,” Smith said.
According to Smith, though, the board
seems “very comfortable with five-year
terms.”
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Sniper strikes again
Threatens “your children are not safe anywhere at any time ”

by Jennifer

Ricciardi ’03

World Staff

Yahoo

Conrad Johnson had been a commuter bus driver in Montgomery County for 10 years and was described as
a “real family man.” He became the 13th victim of a sniper shooting and ninth to die in the region.
by Jay

Higgins ’03

World Staff

Police investigating the fatal shoot
ing yesterday of a bus driver in the subNATIONAL urban
maryland
country where the
revealed that the alleged killer has made
a threat: “Your children are not safe any
where at any time.”
Conrad Johnson, 35, a married father
of two children who lived in Oxon Hill,
Md., was shot and killed on Monday
morning. He is the thirteenth shooting
victim in the region within the last three
weeks. Johnson had been employed as a
commuter bus driver by Montgomery
County for ten years and was describd
as a “real family man.” Ballistics tests
confirmed the shooting was connected
with the other shootings.
Police Chief Charles Moose of Mont
gomery County, Md. reported that
Johnson had been preparing for his
morning commuter route— cleaning out
the bus and completing some paper
work— when a bullet pierced his upper
stomach as he stood on the top step of
his bus. The driver was airlifted to Sub
urban Hospital in Bethesda, Md., but
could not be saved.
Moose appeared before the cameras
Tuesday night to tell the sniper that law
enforcement authorites would be unable
to comply “electronically” with an un
specified request, but to “remain open’
to other options. Moose told reporters
that the sniper was seeking an 800 tele
phone number to talk with authorites. “It
is important that we do this without any
one else getting hurt,” Moose said,
speaking directly to the sniper. “You in
dicated that this is about more than vio
lence. We are waiting to hear from you.”
The Washington Post reported that it

Police blocked highways in search of the sniper to no avail.

We have not been able to
assure anyone of their safety.
Charles Moose
Montgomery Police Chief officer

was in fact about more than violence.
According to the report, the sniper had
asked for ten million dollars in the same
three page letter that delivered the threat
to children.
Public schools in the Washington area
were closed down Monday but remained
open on Tuesday and Moose advised citi
zens to remain on a heightened state of
alert. We have not been able to assure
anyone of their safety,” he said. “We are

doing everything in our power to pro
tect people, to get evidence we need to
get this person or people off the street.”
I have decided my children will at
tend school today,” a Washington-area
mother told ABC’s “Good Morning
America,” on Wednesday morning. Iden
tified only by her first name, Kathy, she
said her two sons would be no safer at
home unless they stayed indoors.
Moose closed his comments to the
media with a scary, but realistic obser
vation, saying “everyone knows that all
of our citizens are and have been at risk.
The person or people have demonstrated
a willingness and ability to shoot people
of all ages, all races, all genders and
they’ve struck at different times of the
day, different days at different locations.”

Sources: Washington Post,
Boston Globe, Yahoo

Another week of terror caused by
the sniper has heightened security and
alerted task force officials in the D.C.
area. Officials are beginning to receive
messages from the sniper who has
been the cause
of 13 attacks
in Virginia,
Maryland, and
D.C. since Oc
tober 2, result
ing in 10
deaths.
A telephone
message for
the police was
left behind at
the scene of
last Saturday’s
shooting. Police had previously found
what could be a message at the site of
one other sniper attack, a “death” tarot
card bearing the written inscription, “1
am God”, near a school where the
shooter wounded a 13 year-old-boy.
In a symbol of the importance of this
investigation and its reach onto the na
tional stage, White House spokesman
Ari Fleisher said that “there has been
more than one” arrest in the case.
With the widespread cancellations
of outdoor events, school activities and
athletic competitions, the sniper attacks
have become much more than a law en
forcement problem.
“It is frustrating that this murderer
wants us to alter our lifestyle and live
in fear,” Virginia Attorney General
Jerry W. Kilgore said.
The frustration spreads to investi
gators who have so far relied on such
mundane investigative techniques as
checking credit card receipts near each
of the 13 confirmed shooting incidents
and chasing tips from fearful co-work
ers and family members who think
someone they know might be the
shooter.
For the moment, police are looking
for any shred of evidence.
“Unlike any other serial killing
sprees in this country, this has got an
immediate crisis aspect to it. Most se
rial killers in multiple states, multiple
jurisdictions have not put communities
under the gun, so to speak, with the
immediacy of the attacks on the gen
eral poplace everyday,’ said a govern
ment official.
Some government officials are won
dering whether the investigation’s or
ganization should be restructured. Cur
rently it involves multiple task forces
with multiple jurisdictions but is cen
tered in Montgomery County, where a
majority of the shootings have oc
curred.
Secretary of State Colin L. Powell
commented on the sniper attacks, “...I
think it shows us once again the dan
gerous world that we are living in and I
hope that our very competent law offi
cials, both at the federal and at the lo
cal levels, will solve this case as soon
as possible.”

Sources: Yahoo, Washington Post
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Risky investments could pay off even in today’s market

by Tim

King ’04

World Staff

It is evident that many people have
investments through the stock market.
BUSINESS No more than a few
ANALYSIS years ago, this would
have seemed to be a
safe, if not a highly lucrative investment
decision. Now times are different and
the market seems uncertain not just day
to day, but in the long run as well. The
most commonly used measure of the
stock market, the Dow Jones Industrial
Average, has seen around a 15% drop
since January of 2000.
Despite this fact, the market still gen
erates great rewards to those who are
willing to take the risks. The key is in
understanding the system. This summer
alone saw a stock market that was diffi
cult to predict and took on some huge
losses as well. At last check, the Dow
Jones was down to near 8500 points.
There are, however, stocks out there that
are still gaining. A few major compa
nies on the Dow Jones reported positive
growth over the last quarter. If one has
invested wisely, they would still be reap
ing benefits of a down market.
So many individual traders often
picked a stock that seems to be hot at
the current time in order to strike it rich
in a hurry. The facts are, like any other
investment, patience is needed in order
to get the most out of your dollar. Be
forejumping to conclusions always keep
in mind that a share of stock in Yahoo!,
a major player in the dot com revolu
tion, that used to be worth near $100 is
now virtually worthless. Stocks are
based not only how the company has
performed but also how it may perform
in the future. In there lies the problem
that caused this long bear marker.
Enron and WorldCom, for example,
seemed to be performing extremely well,
but further investigation showed that the
numbers that they were giving to inves
tors were inflated and misleading. The
false earnings that were declared by
these companies caused the stock mar
ket to take heavy losses, and many of
the accounting practices of the major
companies on the Dow Jones Industrial
were put under the microscope. After a
lot of suspicion, the market went into a
correction period, in which a lot of the
lofty values put out by many of the stocks
were deemed too high by investors and

Enron seemed to be performing extremely well, but further investigation showed that the numbers that they
were giving to investors were inflated and misleading. Bankruptcy followed resulting in the loss of millions.
the problem was able to fix itself
The key to the Enron and WorldCom
scandals centers on the idea of account
ing principals. By using certain meth
ods in their financial statements, the
companies were lulling investors into a
false sense of security with inflated earn
ings statements. These companies were
by no means hiding actual cash from
anyone involved. They were simply
tricking those investors who could not
discern that the numbers that were be
ing given out to the public were destined
to go down dramatically.
Another major factor in influencing
this summer’s market is the still remain
ing aftermath of Sept. 11. Investors still
fear for the worse at all times before
making their decisions. Every time there
is an announcement involving U.S. in
volvement in Iraq or Afghanistan there
seems to be a backlash in the market.
Faith in a lot of markets (especially
travel), have seen a great deal of corpo
rations unable to fix problems that al
ready existed before the terrorist attacks.
Uncertainty obviously plays a huge role
is the decisions of investors. No one
wants to be involved with something that
is high risk and gives only marginal re
turns. Therefore, many have scrapped
the market as a way of raising funds (like
for a college education), and have turned
to debt financing through the form of
bonds and short-term treasury bills.
All the news is not bad however, if

nothing else the market
has over the years had a
reputation not only for
recovery, but for growth
and expansion as well.
The market has seen
countless drops in the
overall value of the mar
ket on single days, yet
has seen steady growth
every year. The market
still remains one of the
best places to invest for
the future. The key is of
Although investors have become frustrated
course is to do your
homework and no what they may still find luck in the stock market.
your talking about. Maybe this isn’t such a bad time to use the market after all.

Sources: CNN.com, Wall Street Journal
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The Week in Review
It happened on...

Wednesday

Tuesday
Ozzy cannot handle the Queen

Nurse shortage effects patient and nurse

Rock's wild man, Ozzy
Osbourne, freaked out when
he met Queen Elizabeth and
can’t remember a word she
said to him. Osbourne,
whose outrageous stunts
have ranged from biting the
head off a bat to urinating on
the Alamo while dressed as
a woman, was introduced to
Queen Elizabeth at this
year's Golden Jubilee pop
concert at Buckingham Pal
ace this past week.
He confessed to Britain's
Radio Times: “I freaked out. I assumed I was the in-house
joke. The queen spoke to me but I haven't a clue what she
said. Look at photographs— I'm in shock.”

Amid concerns about a nation
wide nurse shortage, a new study
found that how many patients a
nurse has to care for can be a
matter of life or death. Research
ers found that patients had a
greater chance of dying follow
ing surgery in hospitals where the
nurses had to take care of more
patients, according to the study
in Wednesday’s Journal of the
American Medical Association.
A heavy workload also meant
nurses were more likely to be burned out and unhappy
with their jobs. Researchers suggested that improving
nurse staffing levels would not only reduce patient deaths
but would also keep nurses on the job at a time when
hospitals nationwide are struggling to fill nursing posi
tions.

“Aloha” means health for men

Stewart’s legal troubles continue
According to the Wall Street
Journal and the Financial
Times, citing people familiar
with the matter, said staff at
the Securities and Exchange
Commission have told
Martha Stewart that the
agency plans to recommend filing civil securities fraud
charges against her in connection with her controversial
stock sale last December. Both publications' online
editions Tuesday said Stewart received a so-called "Wells
Notice." which gives her time to respond to the allega
tions. A lawyer for Ms. Stewart declined to comment, the
Journal said. Stewart sold nearly 4,000 ImClone shares
on Dec. 27. just before the company's application for the
cancer drug Erbitux ran into a regulatory hurdle that sent
ImClone shares tumbling. Stewart has denied receiving
any insider information ahead of the sale, saying she had a
longstanding agreement with her broker to unload ImClone
when it fell below $60.

Do you think
that the Md.
police have
done enough to
catch the
sniper?

Health-conscious men looking
to settle down in more hale and
hearty environs need to look no
further than Honolulu, Hawaii,
according to a new survey from
Men's Health magazine, which
ranked the island paradise num
ber one in its latest “best and
worst” cities list. Rounding out
the top five “healthies” cities for
men after Honolulu are San
Jose, Calif; Rochester, NY;
Santa Ana, Calif, and Grand
Rapids, Mich. The top five “unhealthiesf ’ cities in the U.S.
for men, according to the magazine, are Atlanta, Ga; Nash
ville, Tenn; New Orleans, La; Philadelphia, Pa. and Mem
phis, Tenn. Men's Health rated 101 US cities on a variety
of different variables that affect a man's health, including
prevalence of heart disease and prostate cancer, as well as
car accidents, air quality and physical fitness levels.

Yes, they are doing the best they
can in a very difficult situation.
Sarah Aspero ’04

Weekly Spotlight
Saddam Hussein
Why he's our spotlight: Iraq declared Saddam Hussein the winner of a presidential
election with 100 % of the votes in a referendum in which he was the sole candidate,
perpetuating his two-decade reign.
How Iraq reacted to the voting: Bursts of gunfire exploded in downtown Baghdad
as he spoke, as Saddam supporters fired in the air and danced on street corners.

How the United States reacted to the voting: "Obviously, it's not a very serious
day, not a very serious vote and nobody places any credibility on it," press secretary
Ari Fleischer said in Washington on Tuesday.
Why the election has little credibility: The ballot was a simple 'yes’ or 'no' vote on
keeping Saddam in power another seven years. The government offered no explana
tion for how it tabulated paper ballots from regions across the country of 22 million
people overnight.

Where Hussein is now: Unknown at this time. Saddam has not appeared in public
since December 2000.

Another reason to celebrate: The government in Iraq has already declared the day a
national holiday, in advance of the results

Yahoo

Pro-wrestler charged after biting rabbit’s head off
A performance-art wrestler and his
roommate face animal abuse charges
after the wrestler allegedly bit the head
off of a live rabbit as a promotional stunt.
Wrestler Darcy Lee Olson, 34, and An
gela Lynn Moss, 24, each have pleaded
innocent to two felony counts. Trial is
set for Oct. 31. A film developing com
pany turned over photographs of the in
cident to police this summer. Moss al
legedly photographed it.
"It was a horrible act," said Portland
police Detective William Crockett. "The

rabbit screamed and kicked. The guy had
to consume a lot of alcohol before doing
it."
If convicted, the pair also would be
prohibited from owning a domestic ani
mal for 15 years.

No, they have not done
enough-— they arc asking illega
immigrants to step up and its
hard to say what for.

Sara Stankiewicz ’04
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Ireland OK’s EU
expansion eastward
by

11
16 die in North Israel bus bombing

World

The Cowl

Ben Downing ’03
World Staff

The history of political
relations between Great Brit
ain and Northern Ireland is
WORLD
scarred by
NEWS
mistrust
misgivings, and misfortune. Despite
recent efforts to stem this
tide, it seems that direct rule
of Northern Ireland by the
British government is in the
process of returning. The
fallout between the two sides
is centered around allega
tions concerning the Irish Re
public Army (IRA) and the
illegal gathering of informa
tion from the Northern Ire
land office by the paramili
tary political group.
This most recent fiasco
pits Dr. John Reid (Northern
Ireland Secretary) against the
Irish president of the European Parliament Pat
Stormont administration of
Cox gave comments on Monday about Ireland's
Northern Ireland whose lead
vote that gave Sunday a resounding 'yes' to a
ers, as of Monday, Oct. 14,
plan for nearly doubling EU membership and
had been suspended from
extending the Union to the borders of Russia.
government proceedings
(most notably the Assembly). Reaction more outspoken about their feelings.
throughout the republic of Ireland has Specifically, Dr. Reid’s commitment to
been extremely critical on Dr. Reid, the the Good Friday agreement. Sinn Fein,
head of the British devolution process the political wing of the IRA, and Gerry
in Northern Ireland.
Adams president of the IRA, was ada
Despite this criticism, Reid affirmed mant in his disapproval of Reid’s actions,
his stance, continually referring to a lack claiming that they were both undemo
of good faith on the part of the Northern cratic and dishonest. His most poignant
Ireland government in deals. He refer criticism came in regards to the Good
enced the continued allegations of Brit Friday Agreement, where he stated, “Dr.
ish violence and malice as “undermin Reid is an intelligent man and he must
ing trust.” According to Reid, “Power know that what he is doing is accom
sharing can only work in a partnership modating resistance to the Good Friday
if both sides trust the other.” However, Agreement.”
These most recent events marks a
the secretary has found it necessary to
bring in several more administrators clear step backwards in the devolution
from Great Britain to take care of the process in Northern Ireland. Further, it
day-to-day governing of the province shows the need for efforts on both the
until the institutions of devolution are part of Prime Minister Blair and Ahern
brought back into operation. Which Reid to bring together the extremes of Reid
tentatively hoped to be before the assem and Adams, and develop some funda
mental common ground. Either ideologi
bly elections scheduled for early May.
Although Prime Ministers Tony Blair cal or practical.
and Bertie Ahern, of Britain and the Re
public of Ireland respectively, made
Sources: AP, bbc.com
statements showing their disappointment
in the recent happenings, others were

www.thecowl.com

Yahoo

A car pulled alongside a bus and exploded in northern Israel during the
Monday afternoon rush hour, killing at least 16 people and wounding more
than 30 as the entire bus was engulfed in flames. The militant Islamic Jihad
movement claimed responsibility in a letter faxed to The Associated Press, in
Beirut, Lebanon. The group said the attack was in “retaliation for the series
of massacres committed by the criminal enemy against our people.”

Cell phone use on an
airplane could be a call away
by Jay

Higgins ’03

World Editor

Connection fee, cost per minute’

The spread of cell phones may soon Verizon Airfone; $3.99, $3.99
reach forbidden turf: airline flights. At
NATIONAL least two companies, AirCell: No fee, 75 cents to
NEWS AirCell and Verizon
Airfone, are develop $1.50 roaming charge
ing technology to let passengers use their
cell phones without disrupting airplane
*AirCell expects to charge less to
electronics or ground cellular service.
Of the two, AirCell is closest to being
make a cell phone call than in
ready and says service could be on planes
flight pay phones.
in early 2004. Airline officials say a
rollout might be three years away. Yet
there is a new push by the airlines and devices during takeoff and landing to
regulators to make in-flight cell phone avoid disrupting plane electronics.
use a reality.
AirCell’s system would reduce cell
Two factors that made cell phones a phones’ power and limit the number in
priority on airplanes was the great ex use at once.
pense it costs a flight passenger currently
The FCC bans use because of ground
to make a phone call as well as the ben concerns. Cell phones often don’t work
eficial effects cell phone calls made on at 30,000 feet, but when they do, signals
Sept. 11,2001.
can reach hundreds of towers at once,
The services would have to pass mus clogging networks.
ter with the Federal Aviation Adminis
Some cell phone carriers oppose
tration and Federal Communications AirCell’s plans. “They’re going to inter
Commission, which ban in-flight phone fere with our paying customers,” says
use.
Verizon’s Jeff Nelson
Currently, The FAA bars cell phone
use in flight as well as other electronic Sources: Yahoo, USAtoday
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Heart of the Matter:
Mission for acceptance in Catholic colleges
PC student body
“friendly yet unaccepting”
by

Caitlin Ford ’05

Commentary Staff

Recently, Providence College ranked
19th on a Princetown Review list
entitled, “Future Rotarians and
Daughters of the American Revolution.”
This rank reveals the College’s ultra
conservative
HEART OF
nature through
THE MATTER
the
answers
given to “survey
questions concerning political
persuasion, the use of drugs, the
prevalence of religion, the popularity of
student government, and the students’
level of acceptance of the gay
community on campus.” One student
commenting on the student body at
Providence College agreed that it is
made up of “mostly white, Irish-Catholic
Republicans, and if you don’t fit that
mold, you’re looked upon as different.”
One particular example of this is the fact
that the College’s mission statement does
not mention an anti-discrimination
policy for homosexuals.

Boston College’s student newspaper The Heights
recently printed an editorial criticizing BC’s
mission statement because its non-discrimination
policy includes the words, “In a manner faithful to
the Jesuit Catholic principles and values that
sustain its mission and heritage, Boston College is in
compliance with applicable state laws providing
equal opportunity without regard to sexual
orientation.”

Providence College’s own policy reads, “Providence
College recognizes the unity of the human family
that proceeds from its one Creator. It therefore
encourages the deepest respect for the essential
dignity, freedom and equality of every person and
welcomes qualified women and men from all
religious, racial and ethnic backgrounds.”
Our writers debate whether this language is
inclusive of all, or if the lack of a sexual preference
clause allows for discrimination against
homosexuals.

We are looked on, even from
within the college community, as
friendly yet unaccepting, a
paradox resulting from the lack
of diversity found on campus.
What does this mean for Providence
College, especially the student body?
Basically that we are looked on, even
from within the college community, as
friendly yet unaccepting, a paradox
resulting from the lack of diversity found
on campus. One area where this feeling
is most prevalent is in the recognition of
the homosexual persons attending PC.
The common misconception that most
of the narrow-mindedness concerning
this issue is centered on is that the Roman
Catholic
Church
condemns
homosexuality as a sin. This is not true.
It is true that the Church does not
condone homosexual activity on two
grounds. First, that it prevents the sexual
act from producing the gift of life, and
second that homosexual single adults
have the same responsibility to chastity
as do single heterosexual adults.
However, this does not mean those with
homosexual orientations are intrinsically
sinful or depraved, as was commonly
believed until recent times.
The administration made one step in
promoting acceptance by approving the
club SHEPARD in the spring semester
of the 2001-2002 school year.
SHEPARD was approved, according to
secretary Michelle Sagan ’04, as long as
founders Liz Hansen ’02 and Paige Parks
’03 made sure the constitution was
worded to Rev. J. Stuart McPhail, O.P.’s
liking.
The club is not truly a Gay-Straight
Alliance, and is even further from a Gay
Pride Organization. Although events
such as National Coming Out Day are
not supported on campus here as they are
at many other universities, the 10:30 pm
Mass on Oct. 20 was dedicated to
Matthew Shepard. Therefore, even
though SHEPARD was not the giant leap
some students had hoped for, it was an

important first step in gaining support
from the administration.
Perhaps, however, the most
disturbing aspect of the school s
apparent lack of acceptance of the
homosexual community is the fact that
the non-discrimination clause of
Providence College’s mission statement
does not include sexual orientation at
all. Although claiming to encourage the
“deepest respect for the essential
dignity, freedom, and equality of every
person” the statement mentions only
“men and women from all religious,
racial, and ethnic backgrounds.”
How can the PC administration
ignore sexual orientation in this promise
of non-discrimination? This is an issue
that more students should be taking
notice of. Even if one does not
personally endorse alternative lifestyles,
most students on campus would agree
that tolerance and understanding of
these issues is necessary, and that
discrimination and hate based on
sexuality cannot be allowed on campus.
The subject of homosexual
acceptance should be a major concern

Catholic non-discrimination
policy redundant
by John

McHugh ’03

Commentary Staff

The ultimate argument behind the
Heights article is that BC should change
the non-discrimination portion of its
mission statement in order to foster an
environment
HEART OF
that is more
THE MATTER
tolerant
of
homosexuals.
According to the Heights Editorial
Board, the Boston College mission
statement in its current wording means
that BC could discriminate on the basis
of sexual orientation, so long as it isn’t
prohibited by state law.
To this I reply, “SO WHAT?” Any
organization could discriminate on the
basis of anything if was not prohibited
by state or federal law. That’s what these
laws are designed to prevent. Are we
naive enough to believe that the formerly
unnecessary non-discrimination portions
of any organization’s mission statement
MISSION STATEMENT/Page 15 are not written solely to reflect

compliance with the law? Are we also
naive enough to believe that other
Catholic organizations do not seek to
comply with laws “in a manner faithful”
to their original “principles and values”?
The only real difference between
BC’s non-discrimination policy and that
of any other organization (especially
Catholic organizations) is that BC
actually includes the phrase “in
compliance with applicable state laws.”
Does this somehow make BC more
likely to discriminate? In fact the only
problem that I can find with the BC nondiscrimination policy is that it is
stylistically awkward.
That being said, for the sake of
relevance, let us turn our discussion
towards our beloved Providence Col lege
and its “non-discrimination” policy.
(PC’s mission statement does not even
mention “sexual preference” so it is only
a matter of time before someone
complains about it here).

The Church does not consider
being a homosexual a sin, but
does consider homosexual
activity a sin.
Now we all know what the “non
discrimination” portion of a mission
statement looks like. It’s that part that
says something along the lines of “we
do not discriminate on the basis of any
individual’s race, gender, religious
affiliation, sexual orientation, or on the
fact that they do or do not have wings,
do or do not have antennae, do or do not
have tails, etc.” The fact that every legal
entity basically has to add this to its
mission statement is an unfortunate
reflection upon American society. It is
even more unfortunate that Catholic
institutions, which are supposed to be
founded upon an egalitarian philosophy
of universal love, must also add such
redundant text to their mission
statements.
This is why Providence College’s
mission statement is a simple reflection
of basic Catholic values. Obviously,
there is no mention of “sexual
preference” and it is clear enough that
homosexuality and Catholicism do not
mix. It should be noted that the Church
does not consider being a homosexual a
sin but considers homosexual activity a
sin. Sure, this may sound a little absurd
but think of it terms of the Church’s
stance on pre-marital sex. It is not
considered sinful to be an unmarried
heterosexual who has premarital sexual
urges; it is just considered sinful to act
on them. (Why do you think we have a
parietals policy?)
The point is that the Church does not
in any way, shape, or form question the
dignity or general worth of a homosexual
individual’s life. This means that PC can
“encourage the deepest respect for the
essential dignity, freedom, and equality
of every person” while still defining the
behavior of some persons as sinful.
Therefore, does the school’s mission
statement need to single out a specific
demographic that is only defined by a
specific behavior?
We live in a time when social critics
seem to be more concerned with
politically-correct phraseology than with

CATHOLIC COLLEGES/Page 15
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Tangents and Tirades
With midterms wrapping up, take a well-deserved study
break by indulging in this week’s Tangents. It always
beats reading Civ or your friends’ AIM away messages.
Killing capital punishment As if our country’s institutionalized approval of the
death penalty wasn’t bad enough, the Supreme Court refused to consider ending
the death penalty for those who committed crimes when they commit a crime as a
minor. I understand that a 16-or 17-y ear-old probably knows the moral implications
of crime just as well as someone who is 18 and legally no longer considered a
minor. Nonetheless, the death penalty for criminals of any age generally seems a
relic of a barbaric past, and how it continues to exist never ceases to amaze me.
—Stephanie Pietros ’04
Spam me no more Internet privacy is making a steady decline these days. This
past week, Yahoo! announced that they would be sending personal mail and even
making phone calls to their users on behalf of their ever-growing number of affiliates,
even to those people who check no to that little box that asks if the company has
permission to share personal information. As if endless emails from sponsors and
sales associates were not enough, and people were not bothered by ample
telemarketing calls during dinner, now families could be getting these calls and
letters addressed to anyone who holds a Yahoo! account, even if that person is
obviously too young to care about or use the services provided. However unethical
it might seem, selling people’s personal information in order to make money has
become an outrageously commonplace business for Internet services.
—Caitlin Ford ’05

BRB, TTYL :)
That’s it. I quit. I can’t do homework or carry on a legitimate
conversation with anyone. It would be easy to blame myself for this ineptness, but
I’m nineteen years old. I don’t have to take responsibility for anything (look at our
president; he got elected by casting off all his bad decisions as “youthful
indiscretion”). I blame the AOL Instant Messenger for my troubles. Probably every
single person reading this (except my parents who are probably disowning me at
the moment) gets entwined in the practice of meticulously reading other people’s
away messages. I have 165 names on my buddy list. I have my Buddy List
categorized (Family, High School Friends, High School Kids I Don’t Really Know,
PC Buddies, PC People I Met Once at Louie’s During a Game of Flip Cup, etc.).
Please, someone cut my Ethernet cable and make me socialize in a real setting.
—Mike Raia ’05
Attack of the flies What do fruit flies subsist themselves on? Oh no, it can’t be
fruit. I think “fruit fly” is really just a clever name because we got rid of the fruit
weeks ago. We did the dishes. We even stopped leaving uncovered food around
the house. Yet the fruit flies continue to thrive. What should we do? Should we
charge them rent? We certainly aren’t feeding them anymore. Either way, I am
giving up on killing them. They have become too strong. My biggest fear is that
they somehow learn to assemble into one massive army and proceed to devour one
of my limbs. This is why I think the solution is to wear only the thinnest of
mosquito netting when walking around the house. The white flag has been officially
raised. —John McHugh ’03

Online Poll Results
Poll for the 10/17 issue: “Is embryonic stem cell
research morally acceptable?”
Yes, this is a “medical advance which could save lives.
(55%, 21 votes)

Possibly, if more embryos are not created for the sole
purpose of research.

In recent weeks, four or five crows have been
found dead on campus. At this time they are being
examined to determine if the carry the West Nile
Virus. No determination has been made yet.
by Dustin Kahoud ’04

Letters to the Editor
Voice of the Faithful responding to scandal
Voice of the Faithful (VOTF), an
organization of Catholics which arose
as a result of the ongoing clergy sexual
abuse scandal in the Catholic Church,
has faced much criticism since the
group’s inception. In her article last
week entitled, “Catholic group denies
most basic teachings,” Juliette Paul ’05
offered further criticism. Though it is
valuable for people to be objectively
critical in evaluating VOTF and its
mission, I feel the article was not very
objective. I logged onto the VOTF
website to determine if the article’s
claims were validated. I was not
surprised to find that the claims were
way off the mark. For example, VOTF
does not seek to undermine the
authority of the Church, as the article
suggests. Whereas VOTF is in favor
of changes within the church, mostly
concerning more involvement of the
laity, they have “no interest in
challenging Church dogma.i.” Further,

VOTF is clearly not an organization
“comprised of those who support
homosexual practice among gay
clergymen,” as the article purports. In
fact, VOTF “takes no position on any
sex or gender issues.” As an aside I
also did not see the purpose of the
reference to Fr. Victor LaVoie. I hope
the reference did not mean to suggest
that VOTF is an organization of
accused priests. VOTF is one response
to the clergy sexual abuse scandal in
which many people have found
comfort and hope. One must not agree
with the aims of VOTF, but one should
also not write off the organization as
extremist, as was portrayed in the
article. I understand that everyone is
entitled to their opinion, but I hope that
in the future The Cowl will be more
careful in presenting stories based on
actual fact rather than on sensational
appeal.
Brian Cyr ’03

PC students valuable members of community

(29%, 11 votes)

No, this destroys a human life and is comparable to abortion.
(16%, 6 votes)

Poll current as of Wednesday 9 p.m.
Vote on this issue’s poll at www.thecowl.com: “What do you consider to be your
political persuasion?”
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Every year PC's neighbors complain
about student-residents, and the media
vilifies students. When one of my class
mates died in an unfortunate accident
on Eaton St., a local reporter actually
picked out beer bottles from students'
recycling bins. Hethen "reported" that
despite the tragedy at PC, the party
rages on. It was a disgrace, and I en
gaged in a shouting match with him
when he finished his report. The Col
lege, on the other hand, did nothing to
defend the perception of its students.
The students who live off campus
are vital to the economy of the neigh
borhood. They rent apartments that are
often on the border of being uninhabit-

Cowl Letters Policy
The Cowl welcomes guest commentar
ies and Letters to the Editor from all
members of the Providence College com
munity, as well as outside contributors.
All submissions must include the
writer’s name, signature, and a phone
number where they can be reached. Ar
ticles will be printed as space permits.
Letters should be no more than 250 words
in length. Guest commentaries should be
limited to 700 words in length and only
one will be published per week. The Cowl
editorial board and its administrative su
pervisors reserve the right to edit articles
and letters for space and clarity.
However, if there is a portion you spe
cifically wish to remain unchanged, please
inform the Editor-in-Chief. Letters to the

able. If the students moved out of the
surrounding neighborhood, the prop
erty values would decline because some
houses would be turned into low-income rentals. Elmhurst is not Thayer
St. where apartment space is in great
demand.
Students have a lot of power as rent
paying residents. They should combat
the negative perception assigned to
them by city residents rather than be
treated like perennial whipping posts by
the locals. If the student-residents show
the city-residents that they bring value
to the neighborhood, then the relation
ship will improve.
Christopher Roche ’96
Editor are the opinions of the writer only
and do not reflect the viewpoint of The
Cowl staff.
Submissions must be delivered,
mailed or faxed to The Cowl office no later
than 5 p.m. on the Monday before publi
cation. Mail submissions to Box 2981
Providence, RI 02918, fax to 401-8651202, submit online at www.thecowl.com,
e-mail to thecowl@providence.edu, or
hand deliver to The Cowl Office in Slavin
104. Call 401-865-2214 with any ques
tions.
Weekly Subscription Rate is $25.00 per
year by mail. Student subscription is
INCLUDED IN TUITION FEE. CORRESPONDENCE

CAN BE MAILED DIRECTLY TO I THE COWL,

Providence College, Providence, Rhode
Island 02918.
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North Korea nukes vs. Iraq policy game
by

Mke Raia ’05

Asst. Commentary Editor

North Korea has nukes. That was the
message from the White House last
Wednesday. However, an enemy’s
possession of these deadly weapons has
shown no signs of
NORTH slowing the Bush
KOREA administration’s
plans
for
a
preemptive strike against Iraq, a nation
possessing no credible nuclear threat.
President Bush is continuing to play
politics and will let nothing get in the
way of finishing his father’s war and
seating Republicans in Congressional
offices.
Last Wednesday, Congress passed a
resolution authorizing war with Iraq. A
mere four hours later the White House
released an admission from North Korea
claiming that they have been developing
nuclear weapons and possess even “more
powerful” weapons. What is further
disturbing is that the administration had
this information two weeks earlier, but
felt releasing it would hurt their chances
to receive Congressional permission to
forcibly remove Saddam Hussein from
power in Iraq.

North Korea is not a United
States ally.
President Bush has been a
Washington outsider from the beginning
of his term. In recent months, Bush has
maintained that outsider status and
further distanced himself from Congress.
Last month, the president maintained
that he would ask for congressional
authorization to invade Iraq. The Bush
administration told reporters in

AP PHOTO

North Korean guards march in a recent military drill. Last week,
Pyongyan admitted to developing nuclear capabilities.
September that if Congress did not pass
a resolution on Iraq, Bush would use past
authorizations for force in Iraq (1991)
and, most recently, in Afghanistan.
Worse, though, is the president’s refusal
to release vital national security
information to key Congressional
lawmakers concerning one of three
nations he dubbed last January as part
of the “Axis of Evil.”
North Korea is not a United States
ally. There is a monument in Washington
remembering those who fought against
the Stalinist state. The United States
keeps military forces in South Korea to
protect Seoul against their neighbors
from the North.
Other presidents would, at least,
address the issue of this nation (or
another nation viewed to be just as
dangerous) possessing weapons of mass
destruction with Congressional leaders,
especially with a war vote on the agenda.
Bush has been using the pending war

with Iraq to overshadow other issues that
Democrats would otherwise have run on
(for example the economy and, with a
serial sniper now loose in the D.C. area,
gun control), and has brought these
measures to the campaign trail.
Immediately after signing the
resolution passed by Congress
authorizing war with Iraq and releasing
the new information surrounding North
Korea, Bush left the crisis room to hit
the campaign trail. The president made
appearances at various GOP rallies and
campaign porches in four states in two
after the congressional vote last
Wednesday. This week Bush continued
campaigning in five other states,
ignoring the growing security problem
in the United States and abroad.
War with Iraq, although unprovoked
and unnecessary, is inevitable. Does the
new intelligence surrounding North
Korea justify a second front to the
pending war? Absolutely not. However,

had these revelations come out of Iraq,
the United States would already be
sending stealth bombers into the Middle
East. North Korea was simply labeled a
member of the “Axis of Evil” as a
diplomatic tool to potential allies in the
Islamic region. Bush is yet to hint at any
plans to aggressively pursue North
Korea.
The White House has maintained
that, while Hussein is thought to be a
“true and real threat” (without having
any substantial information that he
actually has weapons of mass
destruction), North Korea will be best
handled through diplomacy and,
ultimately, “a peaceful resolution” will
prevail. Why will Bush not use those
same diplomatic attempts in Iraq?
Even with polls showing that the
economy and homeland security are the
two highest priorities among likely
voters, Bush is steadfastly pursuing
another war with Iraq. In Saturday’s
Post, an unidentified administration
official explained that the president will
not be “distracted” by the issue in North
Korea or other issues voters are
concerned with.
President Bush is politically
motivated to avoid the problem in North
Korea. With both mid-term elections and
his father’s legacy at stake, Bush keeping
information from key members of
Congress. In the 1960s, President
Lyndon B. Johnson handled Vietnam out
of the Oval Office. Bush is, potentially,
holding the next Vietnam in his hand.
Before we have to build another
memorial in Washington, D.C., Bush
must begin to utilize the tools of the other
elected officials, the elected officials
who hold the power to declare war —
especially when a country like North
Korea violates international agreements
concerning devastating weapons.

Why our generation is apathetic about war
by

Kevin Hirten ’03
Portfolio Staff

How can the children of the
most politically active, antiwar-to-the-core generation in
American history be so totally
indifferent to
WAR the prospect of
WITH IRAQ fighting our
own war? An
all-out, troops
on the ground, planes in the air,
war with Iraq is more than
plausible—and the silence on
our campus is deafening.
My guess is that we don’t
have nearly the experience with
the reality of war as our parents
did at our age. This will be our
war and I hope it doesn’t take
people coming home in body
bags for us to realize that.
People we know and grew up
with and go to school with will
do the fighting and the dying in
this war. We need to start asking
ourselves the same questions
that our parents asked about
Vietnam.

This war could involve
thousands of American
deaths, unleash global
bio-weapons and
rekindle our old nuclear
nightmares.
A real war involves real
casualties, both military and
civilian. Desert Storm was
about freeing Kuwait; this war
will be about ousting Saddam.
To do this we need to fight an
urban ground war in a city of
five million people.
Our troops will be fighting
house to house in the streets of

Baghdad, trying to locate the
weapons and Saddam. The
Pentagon tells us that with the
new high-tech weaponry this
war will be even more efficient
that Desert Storm. But if we
take the quotation marks off the
word “efficient,” we see the
devastating effects it will have
on the Iraqis.
It will be nearly impossible
to fight this kind of war without
killing civilians, especially with
Saddam’s track record of
protecting himself behind his
own people. He has already
buried most of his weapons of
mass destruction under
mosques and hospitals where
our bombs can’t get them.
Baghdad will be reduced to
rubble leaving thousands and
thousands of Iraqis into
refugees without food, water
and shelter.
Instead o
celebrating the removal ot
Saddam, the homeless will long
for the relative opulence of their
lives under the dictator.
This war could involve
thousands of American deaths,
unleash global bio-weapons and
rekindle our old nuclear
nightmares. Of course that’s not
the way Bush tells it. He seems
to think that “regime change”
may be as simple as a few
tactical air strikes. Then our
army marches triumphantly into
Baghdad, signs a few
autographs, and installs a
democratic government.
But what if Saddam is even
more ruthless when his back is
up against the wall and this
becomes a long and bloody
war? What if he immediately
bombs Israel after we bomb
him?
Maybe there’s a lesson to
learn from our parents’

generation.
Baby Boomers spent their
formative years with the threat
of Armageddon permanently
burned into their young brains.
We didn’t.
Every day they knew
thousands of Russian missiles
were aimed at their hometowns.
We grew up during a time of
peace and prosperity unheard of
during the Cold War.
They did nuclear strike drills
in school, hiding under their
desks or packed into school
basements with their heads
covered. We had fire drills.
With this very real
conception of fear and war as
their background, our parents’
generation was ready to tangle
with a government that was
killing its young men in the
name
of
geo-political
advantage.
My mother told me that
when she was in high school,
she used to go to the funerals of
the boys whom she grew up that
came home from Vietnam dead.
Seeing their peers dying in
combat made them ask why.
Why did this person die?
What’s really at stake here? The
powers-that-were didn’t have
the right answers—at least not
to them. So they mobilized to
end violence and war that they
grew up with.
Our generation can hardly
comprehend turmoil on this
scale. Our perspective has been
skewed by video games and
movies; watching on TV as
America bombed Iraq, Somalia,
Croatia, etc. Now, with Iraq Part
II, we all assume that this will
be just another one of our
limited overseas skirmishes that
we should keep an eye on. But
I’m not sure we are prepared for
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Police arrest demonstrators protesting the possibility of war
with Iraq outside the United States Mission to the U.N. in
New York on October 21, 2002.
some of the painful realities of
fighting a real war.
The end justifies the painful
means of warfare. Sacrifice of
lives is a necessary step towards
this higher end.
Perhaps.
But if this is the case, I think
we need to be sure exactly what
we hope to accomplish and how
we hope to accomplish it. And
if being sure means waiting and
debating more seriously, we
owe it to ourselves and to our
country to take the time.

The 90’s are over and it’s
time to grow up politically. It is
time for our generation to have
a voice the way our parents
clearly did.
Support the war. Protest the
war. Raise the flag. Raise the
question. It’s up to you. Let’s
start talking about politics and
the state of the world that we are
getting ready to inherit. Let’s get
fired up about this because I
think that this war will affect us
much more than anything we’ve
seen before.
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If clothes make the man, just be yourself
by Juliette

Paul ’05

Commentary Staff

If you don’t know who Joe is, you
will before you graduate. In brief, Joe
is perhaps one of the most wonderful
people on this campus. I could fill a
whole
newspaper
STUDENT commending Joe’s
LIFE qualities, but for now,
let me take this
opportunity to single out one; Joe is the
only person on campus with the guts to
wear a neon orange cap.
It is said that the standard way to
identify a freshman during the first
semester of the school year is to glance
over his or her attire. Any person you
see walking to an 8:30 class in knee-high
boots, a skirt barely constituting
clothing, and a small purse in
replacement of a backpack, is probably
a first-year student. The issue seems
slight, but I think it is fair to say the
fashion bug happens class-wide.
Personally, my favorite instance is
when men spend more time primping on
Friday night than I do. Whether these
examples are issues of vanity, insecurity,
or something else is up for grabs.
Nevertheless, it is a shame to witness
people inhibited by self-consciousness
due to appearance. It is even more awful
to witness the judgmental staring and
snickering of the campus “fashion
police” who give the non-followers of
the “Abercrombie and Fitch” fashion
code a reason to rethink their style.
Unfortunately, people spend too much
time on this campus worrying about

going out rather than spending part of
their two-hour prep time studying.
An article promoting styles of “the
weird” over “the wise” would be
prejudiced, thus negating the point.
Clothes are clothes whether they are
button-down oxford shirts, or hooded
sweatshirts. Where is this going?
Clothing loses its purpose when it
becomes the inquisitor of character. You
wouldn’t see a neon orange hat in a
Brooks Brothers magazine, but that
doesn’t mean the guy sporting one is
unworthy of a conversation. The
staredowns happen too often when
someone doesn’t pass the latest Allure
fashion quiz. Personally, I didn’t know

I’ve changed clothes a couple
weekend nights of my life after
thinking about whether or not
my deceased grandfather would
be embarrassed if he were
watching over me.
there was a rule book that said you have
to “get ready” to go to dinner at Ray.
Unfortunately, not too many could
deny they know what I’m talking about.
We have 4,000 amazing people on
campus, all with their own, great
contributing qualities entailing different
tastes. Personal style can enhance or take
away from true character: it only
depends on what light you see a person
in. In any case, modesty is key to
upholding the renowned professionalism

and conduct PC students and graduates
are famous for.
To my resentment, my ex-boyfriend
generalized PC girls as “prissy” in dress
when he came to visit. Obviously, he is
my ex-boyfriend for a reason. But the
fact of the matter is clothing should be
modest, comfortable, and expressive.
Variety flavors life and we should be
happy to spice up diversity on campus.
A common complaint is the College’s
lack thereof.
For the sake of
individuality at least, why not succor
freedom of expression in personal style
rather than striving to create a cookie
cutter version of what is acceptable?
I once heard a speech about modest
dressing. The speaker stated that since
we are “sons and daughters of God,” we
should carry and present ourselves in a
way that even our grandparents would
approve of.
As bizarre and
uncomfortable as the thought is, I’ve
changed clothes a couple weekend nights
of my life after thinking about whether
or not my deceased grandfather would
be embarrassed or not if he were
watching over me.
The speaker also evaluated the
appropriateness of dressing in respect for
the opposite sex. She directed this to
females in particular, whom she said
have the responsibility to dress modestly
for their male dates, because “control is
physically more difficult for them.”
Despite the possible sexist and/or
feminist implications of this statement,
it is valuable for both men and women
to keep in mind.
While on the subject of men and

Having a unique sense of style does
not necessarily make one a Screech.
In fact, it could make you more
attractive to the ladies.
women dating, dating a man self
confident enough to wear a neon-orange
cap is a lot more attractive than dating a
man who is not. And from what I’ve
heard from men, they can appreciate a
woman in sweatpants more often than
one would think. The point is: you are
how you dress and being true to yourself
is most attractive. PC women should not
have to feel pressured into hours of
trying to get into her jeans and strenuous
hair-curling. Nor should it be imperative
that a PC man freak out if his spiky hair
gel runs out. Plus, dinner at Ray is more
fun scrubby. Orange cap or not, it’s
what’s on the inside that counts.

Reverend Falwell inserts foot in mouth, again
by

have made a strong attempt to avoid this appearance
of being Anti-Muslim for the very reason of not wanting
to fight a war against one of the largest religions in the
world, Falwell has succeeded in helping to reverse this
delicate position and anger much of the Arab world.
Not only did Falwell’s comment serve to
motivate more violence and increase the risk of a
dangerous war, but it was simply uninformed and

Sasha Gillin ’04

Commentary Staff

Jerry Falwell has done it again. By now, we are all
used to the reverend’s outrageous comments. Just when
we thought he couldn’t say anything stupider, he has
gone and called the
Prophet Mohammed a
MIDDLE
terrorist.
EAST
CNN reports that
Falwell’s remarks, which
were made last week on CBS’s 60 Minutes, sparked
riots in India that left nine dead and forty-seven others
injured. In his interview. Falwell said, “I think
Mohammed was a terrorist. I read enough of the history
by both Muslims and non- Muslims (to know) that he
was a violent man, a man of war.” He went on to say
"In my opinion.. .Jesus set the example for love, as did
Moses, and I think Mohammed set an opposite
example.” In a time of crisis with nations such as Iraq
and when much of the Arab world is already alienated,
it is completely unintelligent for Falwell to go opening
up his mouth to abuse their greatest prophet.
Furthermore, it makes me wonder why anyone would
ever invite him on their show when he has such a long
history of making inflammatory remarks.
Making outrageous, offensive, and factually
incorrect remarks are old hat for Falwell. Shortly after
the Sept. 11th attacks Falwell claimed, “America got
what it deserved.” That week, while doing an interview
on the television program The 700 Club, Falwell
remarked that “the pagans, and the abortionists, and
the feminists, and the gays and the lesbians who are
actively trying to make that an alternative lifestyle, the
ACLU, People For the American Way, all of them who
have tried to secularize America.. .helped this happen."
While it is disheartening enough that anyone would
have an interest in listening to anything Falwell says.

Mission Statement:
include orientation
continued from page 12
for students and faculty alike. Not only
does it reflect on the level of acceptance
among the students of the college, but
it also creates a certain stigma for PC
that may prevent incoming students and
liberal-minded faculty from coming to
the school.
Furthermore, a dialogue about the
issue among administration, faculty, and
students, especially those, like members
of SHEPARD, most interested in

I think Mohammed was a terrorist. I read
enough of the history by both Muslims and
non-Muslims (to know) that he was a
violent man, a man of war.
Rev. Jerry Falwell
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Jerry Falwell’s comment that “Mohammed was a
terrorist” sparked rioting in India which left nine
people dead. Falwell has since apologized.
it is even more troubling that he is allowed to make
these comments on national television, especially while
America is on the brink of a dangerous war. Saddam
Hussein has often said that an American attack is not
just an attack on him personally but an attack on “the
entire Arab world." While most American politicians

changing the mission statement is
necessary. Although the administration
seems unwilling to enter into this
interchange at the present time, if it does
not do so freely now it may be forced to
do so in the future.
If Providence College does not accept
all ideas and ways of life, it is failing to
do its duty as a body of higher education
by leaving its students unprepared for
future experience. If this is the case, how
can it attain its goal, as affirmed in the
mission statement, of creating students
to be “responsible and productive
citizens to serve in their own society and
the greater world community?”

exemplified many of the reasons why we have this crisis
in the first place. His comment also exemplifies much
of what is wrong with the views of the religious right,
especially in their intolerance, false characterizations,
and ignorance about other religions and cultures.
As Americans we often ask ourselves "why
do they hate us?” There are many reasons why we
have had so many conflicts with Middle Eastern nations
that deal with political or economic issues and not
necessarily American bigotry, but such misinformed
and backwards comments such as the ones Jerry Falwell
always seems to shock us with certainly don’t help
peace missions. He does not seem to understand that
the crisis at hand is a serious one that is not about
religious ideology at all. Instead of putting ignorant
people like Falwell on national television only to
undermine hopes of peace that so many Americans have
worked for, we need to support people that are working
to spread messages of peace and tolerance.

Catholic colleges
inclusive by nature
continued from page 12
behavior that coincides with this
phraseology. As a result, organizations
are forced to add these discrimination
policies to their mission statements. It
is absurd that schools like PC or BC
should have to discuss anything more
than a “respect for the essential
dignity...of every person” tn their
mission statements. This alone should
be enough.

I cannot speak for BC because 1 do
not attend classes there, but I know that
PC makes every effort to keep its
campus open-minded through the
administrative financial support of
groups like SHEPARD. I can say.
however, that if there seems to be a
problem with intolerance at either one
of these schools, then it is almost
assuredly rooted in the attitudes of the
demographic group that is represented
by the student body. This is not
something that can be changed by
threatening the school president and
demanding a change in mission
statements.
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Do you hear the phone ringing? Colin
Farrell won’t anytime soon.

Call waiting, page 23
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Deja vu

Ringu and The Ring
by Mark M. Balas ’03
In the late 1990’s, Asian cinema underwent its biggest revolution since the early postwar era. After a stagnant half century of films
(Mizoguchi, Ozu, Woo, and Kurosawa aside) that celebrated traditional culture and conservative values, a group of directors
trained in pornographic films burst onto the scene with literally hundreds of low-budget mores-challenging films that mixed
Western genre film conventions with Eastern cultural concerns. Although most went unnoticed outside of Asia, the best (Battle
Royale, Audition, In the Mood for Love, and Ringu) played in art houses and DVD players across America and built a cult following.
American studios, no strangers to farming foreign markets for talent and remakes, tapped Hideo Nakata’s Ringu to be the first
Hollywood remake of an Asian New Wave horror film. Ringu, the most successful Japanese-made film ever at the Japanese box
office, is a touchstone of the new Asian horror film genre, and has been hailed as one of the scariest films ever made. The remake,
courtesy of Dreamworks SKG, was released domestically on Oct. 18, made $15 million in its opening weekend, and will have a much
wider audience than its predecessor. Although the original is already a cult classic, is it overrated?
Could a remake be better, or is Gore Verbinski’s American version a greedy hack job?

Ringu
Ringu opens like Scream, with a mini
movie that instills dread in the audience
and sets the tone for the rest of the
picture. Tomoko (Yuk’o Takeuchi) and
her friend, who is
RINGU sleeping over, share
REVIEW urban myths about
some kids somewhere else who died one
week after viewing a cursed videotape
and getting a phone call that tells them
that they will die in seven days. Tomoko
admits to having seen it, exactly one
week previous, and a few minutes later,
she dies of fright. After seeing that three
of Tomoko’s friends, who all watched
the tape, died on the same night at the
same time, television reporter Reiko
Asakawa (Nanako Matsushima) starts to
investigate the origins of the legend, and
the origins of the tape.
This being a horror movie, Reiko
finds the tape at a cabin rented by
Tomoko and her friends, and watches it.
The tape is filled with avant-garde
images of a woman brushing her hair, a
man wearing a hood and pointing, a well,
and floating characters that mean
“eruption.” Reiko gets the infamous
phone call, and knows that her clock is
ticking. Her search no longer centers on
the curse itself, but how to stop the curse
from affecting her, her ultra-rationalist
ex-husband Ryuji (Hiroyuki Sanada),
and her son Yoichi (Rikiya Otaka)—all
who have seen the tape. Ryuji and
Reiko’s investigation leads them to an
unloved child, a psychic, and a professor
who hold the key to unlocking the curse.
Nakata’s film, while seemingly a runof-the-mill, gimmicky horror film,
transcends its genre because of its strong
connection to its cultural heritage. When
Reiko enters the cabin where she
watches the cursed tape, Nakata’s

TARTAN UK

The Ring

DREAMWORKS SKG

camera sweeps upwards, lingers on the
I had a half-hour case of deja vu when imagery carries over into the film’s
ceiling, and then gracefully refocuses on seeing Gore Verbinski’s remake of the setting of Seattle, where all of the rain
Reiko. When Yoichi watches the tape, Japanese horror film, Ringu, titled The almost makes sense.
the camera stalks him from above, but
The direction in the film is different,
THE RING i Rin§' The Ring is
when Tomoko is killed, it attacks from
1 essentially the same replacing the original’s lingering shots
below. Relatives intensely pray at a
' film as Ringu. Both suggestive of stalking spirits with cagier
funeral, and when all is seemingly start with the same mini-movie, the plot angles and a lot of shots per scene.
resolved, wind gently blows through is identical, and the final sequence is just That’s not to say that the film doesn’t
some chimes. Nakata’s camerawork as terrifying, but some key details are take patience to watch—both are slow
burns with satisfying conclusions, but
suggests a spirit world that directly changed.
Instead of a television reporter, the their middles demand that the audience
affects the physical world. Reiko’s fear,
and the film’s horror comes from the film’s main character, Rachel (Naomi be active in trying to figure out the
faith that the spirit world can, at any time, Watts) is a newspaper columnist who mystery of the curse.
take anyone out of the physical world.
investigates the mysterious tape, then
Verbinski enjoys the freedom that a
The modern world, too, makes the becomes obsessed with it after she, her remake entails-—because an original
film as creepy as it is. Nakata makes the son Noah (Martin Henderson), and her already exists, the director has room to
mundane (VHS tapes, televisions, and ex-husband Aidan (David Dorfman), play. Verbinski’s version pays homage
telephones) foreign and frightening. view its deadly images. Rachel’s change both to the original, with Japanese
Ryuji’s early insistence that the tape is of media from TV to newspaper makes artifacts peppering the scenery, and to
just a tape, the phone call is just a phone little sense, as both films have TV as a its thriller predecessors, with a quick
call, and the myth is just a myth makes central image, and Rachel’s newspaper Rear Window homage. Verbinski also
his faith in empiricism seem foolish by job adds no thematic resonance, whereas emphasizes the nature of television as a
the end of the film. And all the while, Reiko’s TV reporter job adds to the background for everyday activity, and
the audience realizes that Reiko works original.
how shocking it can be when one of
in the medium that is now killing her.
The tape itself is a bit different in the those thousands of blaring monitors
For Nakata, and the world of Ringu, the remake, and instead of just giving clues really affects you. The relationships
spiritual world is as real as the tape it to the source of the curse, the tapes among the members of the curse-giving
projects itself on.
images appear in the real world to harass family are also a bit different, tightening
Nothing at all really happens in the the main characters and foreshadow the the film’s curse-origin subplot.
film, minus the horrifying opening and film’s conclusion, a nice touch that helps
The makeup in the remake is a bit
closing sequences, and the “Ring” of the keep interest high. The increased more gruesome, and the performances
title is only revealed at the end, and can activity of the spirits is necessary in the are fine. Watts is convincing as a
have a double meaning. The subtle American version, simply because nouveau feminist reporter, but David
performances of Matsushima, whose Americans usually aren’t raised with a Dorfman is completely lifeless as the exReiko nearly descends into madness, and sense of a spirit world participating in husband, portrayed in the original as
Sanada, whose Ryuji starts believing in physical reality, a concept with which strongly obstinate. The kid’s creepy, too.
The only reservation I have about The
the curse all too late, though, make the Japanese audiences are very familiar and
film not only watchable, but nearly therefore does not have to be explained Ring is that it criminally underestimates
its audience’s intelligence. Nearly every
unbearably tense. What Nakata j in the original.
The differences continue in The time something from the tape comes into
understands is that the wait to die, not
spattered blood or special effects, is the Ring's usage of water, an aspect of play in the real world, there’s a flashback
worst punishment that horror movie imagery subdued in the Japanese original to the tape. Otherwise, the same movie
protagonists and audiences can suffer. ! that has a more prevalent role in the is (almost) just as good as the original.
I remake. The amplification of the water THE RING: B+
RINGU: A
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And the bands played on
of the
Week
by

Erin Woulfe ’03
A&E Staff

The hardcore pioneers at Dischord Records
celebrate 20 years offriendship, activism, and
bucking the system with a three-CD retrospective
by

Dan Devine ’04

Asst. A&E Editor

Various Artists
20 Years of Dischord (1980-2000)
Dischord Records

tOVr...

Movie
Monsters, Inc.
Directed by David Silverman and
Peter Docter
On a Halloween theme. Disney and
Pixar animation studio's Monsters
Inc. is similar to Toy Story in the
sense that it’s another kid targeted hit
with adult appeal. Just recently
available on video and DVD. you
just can't beat fast-talking Billy
Crystal as a one-eyed monster with
a lust for love. And Boo...who
wouldn't want to take that adorable
kid home and keep her on your shelf?

Paul Simon
Negotiations and Love Songs 19711986
Warner Bros. Records
Not only does it contain one of the
best lines in all of soft-rock. “When
I think back on all the crap bleamed
in high school, it's a wonder 1 can
think at all," but this Paul Simon CD
contains all those hits you need when
your mood is mellow, or you need
music to aid in your homework. All
those assignments just go “Slip
Slidin’ Away."

Book
Crime and Punishment
by Fyodor Dostoyevsky
Didn’t I gloss over the Spark Notes
for that for a Civ class at some point,
you ask? While this is highly
possible. I’m here to let you know
that no matter how many midterms
you had that week, you should have
read it anyway. Murder, greed, and
obsession all play into Dostoevsky’s
keen insights into the criminal mind.
His descriptions are bone-chilling for
any night, let alone an October one.
close to Halloween.

Whenever there’s a pervasive cultural
attitude toward any issue, it’s a pretty
safe bet that there’s going to be a
committed community of dissenters
speaking out against the majority. In the
MUSIC arena of pop music
REVIEW no dissident group
has spoken more
loudly or passionately than Washington,
D.C., hardcore punk label Dischord
Records. Since 1980, Dischord has been
a home for thought-provoking artists
whose messages come couched in
frenetic bursts of counterculture angst,
and 20 Years of Dischord, a three-disc
boxed set, tells the story of its longevity.
Dischord founders Ian MacKaye and
Jeff Nelson devoted two years to
preparing the retrospective, writing
extensive liner notes, sifting through
pictures, and selecting songs from the
Dischord vault that would be “of interest
[to listeners] not just for their rarity, but
for the glimpse they give of the selftaught and self-reliant nature of the very
early [Washington, D.C.] scene.”
As a result, 20 Years of Dischord is
incredibly comprehensive, consisting of
a double album featuring tracks from
fifty bands that recorded for the label
between 1980 and 2000, and a third disc
of unreleased material from the label’s
heaviest hitters. Think of it as a crash
course in the do-it-yourself (“DIY”)
punk rock of our nation’s capital, with
an emphasis on the “crash.”
While 20 Years of Dischord certainly
attempts to preserve the memory of D.C.
bands past, it’s also sort of a blueprint
for how to create a counterculture in your
neighborhood. From the word “go,” all
MacKaye and Nelson wanted to provide
was an alternative to the cover bands
then dominating Washington’s club
scene by putting out music that they
would want to listen to. In the label’s
early going, this meant music made by
friends, family, or themselves: both Ian
and Jeff played in the Idles and, later,
Minor Threat; Ian’s brother Alec sang for
both The Untouchables and Faith; and a
number of their buddies, including one
Henry Garfield (who would later change
his last name to Rollins and become a
hardcore icon) played in Dischord bands.
Dischord’s focus on community has
been its calling card since its first release.
No label is more devoted to its fan base,
as shown by its refusal to drive up album
and ticket prices, play more exclusive
venues, or stray from the DIY
movement. They sell their records for
$9, and many of the bands on the roster
insist that their shows be open to all ages
in an attempt to foster the growth of a
youth movement that will (hopefully)
keep the punk ethic going strong for the
next generation of kids who aren’t
spoken to by MTV or mainstream radio.
When viewed in this light, 20 Years of
Dischord is proof positive that the road
less traveled can lead to success if the
traveler can just persevere.
But enough of this “cultural
landmark” crap—what about the music?
Well ...
For all their influence and
importance, most of the old songs have
aged poorly.
The double album is arranged
chronologically, intending to showcase
the label’s movement from short,
distortion-driven rants to more intricate
numbers. The organization makes sense,
but almost every one of the first 14 songs
sounds exactly the same.
The

DISCHORD RECORDS

While Fugazi (above) tears it up live, Dischord Records celebrates two
decades in the underground with 20 Years of Dischord (album covers below).

homogeneity of early ’80s hardcore acts
like the Idles, State of Alert and Scream
contrasts sharply with Dischord’s late
’80s/early ’90s emo progenitors, whom
Disc One justly honors. Recently, critics
have started crediting bands like Rites
of Spring, Dag Nasty, and Three (who
contribute “Drink Deep,” “Circles,” and
“Domino Days,” respectively) for
inspiring the move from chugging
polemics to more introspective melodic
songwriting. The fact that their material
is by far Disc One’s freshest suggests that
there’s something to be said for shunning
those chug-chug rhythms and locking
your eyes on a bigger prize.
Dischord continued to move away
from the traditional hardcore sound in
the ’90s, albeit with less stunning results.
Simply put, they just didn’t have as many
talented bands during that stretch, and
Disc Two suffers for it. After starting
out strong with Fugazi’s quintessential
“Blueprint,” a host of lackluster efforts
by also-rans like Lungfish, Fidelity
Jones, and Circus Lupus drag the disc
down. While impressive tracks are rare,
they do occur; in fact, Disc Two is worth
it just for the Replacements ramble of
The High Back Chairs’ “Summer” and
Trusty’s “Goodbye, Dr. Fate,” the most

pleasant surprise in the whole boxed set.
The “Unreleased & Live” disc offers
rare cuts from Minor Threat,
Government Issue, Void, and Fugazi
alongside some other odds and ends;
none of the material is really anything
to write home about, although Threat’s
“A**hole Dub” is fun for what it is,
which is just a bunch of kids screwing
around in the studio.
The more I think about it, the more I
think that’s sort of the point—as serious
as Dischord’s lyrical and political
attitudes have been, the blind-eyed
optimism of youth has always been about
giving conventionality the finger, and
punk rock has always been the perfect
stage for exactly that sort of personal
anarchism. As I listened to 20 Years of
Dischord, I continually felt stirred; to
scream, to sing, to dance, to smile, to
think. Although those feelings weren’t
sustained over the course of seventythree tracks, that a record label started
by teenagers twenty years ago is still able
to inspire those kinds of actions and
emotions at all is pretty impressive.

GRADES:
20 YEARS DISC ONE: B
20 YEARS DISC TWO: BUNRELEASED & LIVE: B
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Urban Elements

Taste
of the Town

Underground hip-hop
If you're sick and tired of the bling-bling
blahs of mainstream rap music, there's a
whole civilization beneath the streets ready
and waiting to blow your mind

With Megan Gaffney ’03

Hot and cold
Fire and Ice makes do-it-yourself
cooking afun/pricey experience
Fire and Ice
48 Providence Place
270-4040

Fire and Ice’s name could easily refer
to a couple of things, like the grill on
which you watch your food being
cooked and the ice on which these
ingredients wait to be selected. Or
maybe it’s talking about the spiciness of
some of the sauces and the temperature
of the water that helps to ease the burning
in your mouth. Either way, a visit to this
restaurant puts a lot of weight on your
shoulders, since you’re the only one
responsible for the way your food turns
out. The existentialists would be proud.

Atmosphere: Fire and Ice's decorations
are both creative and obnoxious. Paper
lanterns and boards of different shapes
and patterns hang from the ceilings, as
do lots of tiny colored lights. Random
metallic antennae with lights at the end
sprout from random locations, and large
signs urge guests to “invent" and
“combine" ingredients from the buffet
area. And even with all the colored
lights, it’s still a little dark inside. The
restaurant looks fun, but all its hanging
innovations are slightly overwhelming.

DEFJUX RECORDS

Def Jux label head El-P (above left) gave us a taste of the future with
Fantastic Damage (above right), an album 10 years ahead of its time.
by Joe

Mavodones ’05

A&E Staff

Sizzle and Cool: Fire and Ice’s logo
(above)brings the paradox to the
forefront, remind customers of the
unique experience that lies ahead.
rating. The fruit sauce is a little too thick
and sweet, but the smoky fajita sauce is
a strange but good combination of soy
sauce, pineapple, and egg yolks.
Teriyaki sauce also makes a great
addition to some foods.

Do you suddenly and inexplicably
vomit at the first sight of the Cash Money
Millionaires? Do you develop a twitch
in your face whenever P. Diddy tries to
rap? Or are you just simply sick of “iced
out,” MTV-esque hip-hop? If so, I’ve got
the perfect remedy to cure all of your
symptoms: a hefty dose of independent
hip-hop.
The world of the “underground” is
like the hip-hop you are used to, except
without the infatuation with diamonds
and unoriginality. Way down in the
underground, rappers and DJ’s strive to
be original. Without the publicity and
support of major labels, artists can only
make a name for themselves by being
the best. Just think of independent hip
hop as a place where rhyme skills are
displayed to the fullest, abstract
sampling flourishes, and the listener is
never disappointed.
With that in mind, check out some of
the best underground hip-hop groups that
you’ve never heard of.

Service: The staff is friendly and
talkative. Servers give you a tour of the
place if you’ve never been, so you won’t
be lost trying to distinguish the plates
for the salad bar from the bowls that go
only to the grill station. They’ll also tell
you their favorite sauces, which is a good
start if you don’t know what to try. The
Selection: Servers give the statistics on grillers are playful and make you
the restaurant’s offerings in their opening promise several times that you’ve
remarks: six kinds of pasta, over ten claimed the right food, since all the El-P - Fantastic Damage
sauces, salmon, tuna, chicken, steak, ingredients are lined up to cook on the Def Jux Records
sausage, tons of vegetables and even same enormous grill. There’s a hazard www.definitiveiux.com
more.
After musing over your here, of course, and you can easily find
To quote the hip-hop website
possibilities, you pile all the ingredients yourself looking at your plate and
you want into a bowl, bring it to the huge finding ingredients that escaped from HipHopInfinity.com, “El-P is not of this
grill in the center of the restaurant, and someone else’s meal. Similarly, you can earth. He comes from an alternate
watch as everything is cooked up be standing at the grill, mouth watering dimension where James Brown and
together. You can also pick up a large in anticipation of that once piece of tuna Kraftwerk share equal billing as
ball of ground meat from the buffet line you chose, only to find later it’s been Godfathers of Soul... He arrived in this
and get it grilled into a regular burger if unjustly given to another lucky diner.
world, in the present time, taking
that's all you’re into. And for $5 more
samples from hip hop’s scrap heap and
than the flat buffet rate, you can get a Affordability: Fire and Ice costs $ 16.95 crafting them into some of the finest
whole steak grilled in addition to all the for everyone, regardless of what you eat soundscapes of our age.” Well said.
Back in 1997, El-P helped light the
other choices. There’s also a salad bar, or how many times you visit the grill
bread, white rice, and tortillas to go along station. It’s expensive for a meal you match that ignited the cunent wave of
with the meals you make up. The drink compose yourself, though it is nice to independent music when he released the
menu is also extensive and creative: it know you can try as many times as you album Funcrusher Plus with his former
comes in the shape of a matchbook, and need to get the right combination of group, Company Flow. Since then, Elboasts specialty drinks like the “Fire sauces and ingredients. A big appeal of P has gone solo and started Def Jux, his
Fire and Ice is its unique setup, which is own independent record label. El-P
Bowl.”
probably a big reason diners end up finally dropped his long awaited solo
album, Fantastic Damage, last spring.
Quality: You’re choosing ingredients paying so much.
Its industrious drums and space age
from large containers of food (yes,
including strips of raw meat) sitting on Overall: “...and it’s all you can eat.” sampling provide a great soundtrack for
ice near big crowds of people. It’s a These words are music to a college a journey into the future of hip-hop.
hypochondriac’s nightmare, but the staff student’s ears, so in some ways, Fire and Among the best joints of Fantastic
does a good job keeping things filled and Ice may be the right orchestra for you. Damage is “Squeegee Man Shooting,”
clean. The meat texture is nothing It’s a little obnoxious to look at, and an autobiographical tale of El-P’s
special, though the vegetables are crisp picking out your food from bowls sitting childhood. Aided by a tight beat, El raps,
"I took a name too, and so it begun /
and cut nicely. Sauces are another story: out in the open will always be sketchy,
they are creative and excellent. Signs regardless of the gimmick. But if you Wrote raps in my room, sipping Capri
above the containers rate them (one can get past those things, the most Suns / In fact, studied the cadences of
flame is mild, and the heat increases serious problem is the price: it’s too high Kool Moe Dee and Rick / Put my name
accordingly).
The one-flamed for frequent visits. Consider it an into their rhymes and then practiced it /
peppercorn brandy sauce is spicy and innovative place to take adventurous Put my brain pattern on fly and I
delicious, while the three-flamed gumbo parents or a fun place to splurge once in mastered it / Dad played jazz when he
drank, it’s no accident / Hands on the
sauce (marinara with onions and fire- a while.
piano and make my foot tap to it /
roasted peppers) definitely lives up to its GRADE: B
Different path, same love, Dad, thanks
for passing it. ”
El-P’s Def Jux label has grown to

www.thecowl.com-always on

become the Def Jam of the underground.
Def Jux has released three of the best
hip-hop albums of the last two years:
Fantastic Damage, Aesop Rock’s Labor
Days, and Cannibal Ox’s The Cold Vein.
Last month, Def Jux also released the
latest album from Mr. Lif, Boston’s most
notorious rapper. Lately, it seems like
anything that Def Jux touches
automatically turns to gold. Get your
hands on some of it.
Similar to: Kool Keith; your favorite
rapper 10 years from now.

Jedi Mind Tricks - Violent By Design
Superegular Records
www.babygrande.com
Jedi Mind Tricks is the Wu-Tang Clan
you’ve never heard of. The members
even have names like they’re part of WuTang. Consisting of producer Stoupe the
Enemy of Mankind and emcees Vinnie
Paz, a.k.a Ikon the Verbal Hologram, and
Jus Allah, Jedi Mind Tricks generate a
mixture of politically-driven thought
over hardcore, RZA-inspired beats. On
Violent By Design, Jedi Mind maximizes
their skills to reach the peak of hardcore,
independent hip-hop.
“Speech Cobras” (featuring Mr. Lif)
takes the crown as top track on Violent
By Design. Over a menacing musical
backdrop, Ikon the Hologram spits,
“Bruising ya with text ofa Harvard class
/ Ikon will smash into shards of glass /
To reform into a whirlwind ofsand /Then
reborn into the word hologram ’/A solid
man with plans to entwine matter / Mind
splatter from the grind of my divine
hammer. ” The Philadelphia-based group
also provided other dope songs on the
album like “The Deerhunter,” “Contra”
and “Trinity.” If Jedi Mind Tricks are
able to stick to their creative ways and
gain more acclaim, they might
eventually give The Roots a challenge
for best hip-hop act in Philly.
Similar to: Wu-Tang Clan; Mobb
Deep.

Mars Ill - Raw Material
Uprok Records
www.niarsill.com
Seeing that we all attend a Catholic
school, it only seems fitting that we here
at Providence College should all listen
to Christian rap, right? Well, maybe
that’s going a little too far, but don’t
immediately shun the thought of Jesus
as an emcee. There is some religious
rap out there that PC’s hip-hop
aficionados probably wouldn’t mind.
Hailing from Atlanta, the independent
duo of Mars Ill delivers a hardcore sound
held in place by a positive message and
their strong Christian faith on Raw
Material. Quick note: This isn’t the type
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Abandon all hope, Dawson
by

Stephanie Smith ’06

character
with
deep-seated
psychological issues, yet Holmes plays
If there is supposed to be a profound her as if she were merely a superficial
message about the effects of single overworked finance major. A better
parent families in Abandon, it’s lost. If actress could have really worked with
there was supposed to be a point, that’s Katie’s difficult past and created a multi
lost too. Although Abandon is about layered psychologist’s dream. Instead,
MOViF more than just a Holmes does not even understand her
review boyfriend gone bad character’s crisis, simply staring blankly
the plot, which into space at times, hoping that the
attempts to be profoundly complex, is audience will mistake her vacancy for
confusing, incoherent, and disorganized. contemplation. Even her attempt at
The focus of each scene fades to the therapy is a joke. She rambles to the
background within minutes, and campus psychologist, and in the end, he
suddenly, a new, unrelated problem leans over and asks if he can call her
arises. This confusion, and the sloppy sometime. Though the writer was trying
attempt to create a deeper meaning, to show Katie as a man-magnet, this
makes Abandon a waste of a good story incident only left a feeling of disgust.
line and just another excuse for Katie
At the same time, Bratt’s
Holmes to prove she’s more than just interpretation of the detective was
Dawson’s Creek's provincial Joey Potter. uninspired and boring. Here he is. fresh
The main focus of Abandon should out of recovery from alcoholism, and he
be a girl named Katie Burke (Holmes), isn’t even a little tortured? An event like
who after being abandoned by her father that should have a strong impact on a
at a young age, develops a twisted and person’s life, but instead he seems totally
violent perception of men. However, in over it. Toward the end of the film, we
the actual movie, we find ourselves see him take a chug from a bottle in a
introduced to slightly-stressed-over-her- brown paper bag and then violently spit
senior-thesis Katie who is also upset it out on the sidewalk, randomly taking
because her boyfriend, Embry Larkin a breathalyzer test. Why did this
(Charlie Hunnam), has left school with happen? Bratt does not give us any
no explanation. This boyfriend is an explanations and neither does the script.
incredibly wealthy orphan whose
When Holmes and Bratt are together,
disappearance from school, and romantically or otherwise, there is
evidently from the face of the earth, absolutely no chemistry. Their actions
creates a problem of what to do with all seemed forced and obviously directed.
his money if he is actually dead. The supposed attraction between the
Detective Wade Handler (Benjamin characters is never displayed. Bratt is
Bratt) is on the case of the missing too old, and too (for lack of a better
boyfriend, and while interviewing Katie, word) ugly. Charlie Hunnam, on the
he (surprise, surprise) starts to develop other hand, is believably crazed as
a thing for her. Things look good for the Embry. His performance would have
recovering alcoholic detective until helped the movie, had he been present
Embry reappears to find Katie...or has in more than four scenes. In general, the
he?
acting only creates more problems in this
Holmes’ portrayal of Katie Burke is already incoherent script.
severely lacking. Katie is a complicated
Though mostly flawed, Abandon’s

A&E Staff
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I’m singing with the ghost ofyou and me: Charlie Hunnam and Katie Holmes
(above) team up with Benjamin Bratt (below) in their new flop, Abandon.
direction sometimes shines. In one
scene, Katie and her friends get terribly
intoxicated, and director Stephen
Gaghan creates an intense and
entertaining strobe light scene in which
we too experience her dizziness. Shortly
after, the soundtrack drops out for a
dance party with Katie and her crew in a
bathroom. This gives us a chance to
examine exactly what a drunken party
looks like, without the distraction of the
well-picked playlist of trance music that
plays throughout the movie. However,
the frequent extreme close-ups of
Holmes’ face, which actually brought us
close enough to see her pores, were a
little melodramatic.
Coincidentally, Gaghan, who not
only directed Abandon but also wrote it,
used to be a crack addict. This explains
a lot. He tried to make Abandon a deeply
troubling psycho-thriller, but the key
word here is “tried.” The plot has no
focus and is hard to follow, and the actors

share no chemistry. After this movie I
left the theatre in a daze, feeling
completely unsure about if I liked it or
not. It must have been part of one of
Gaghan’s bad trips.

GRADE: C

MTV2’s indie introduction Harmony without heart
Handpicked Vol. 2 a worthwhile listen Tunesmiths matt pond PA fall flat with their
by

all-beauty/no-brains The Nature of Maps

Dave Quinn ’04
A&E Editor

by

Various Artists .
MTV2’s Handpicked Vol. 2
Capital Records
MTV2 is known for exposing
viewers to up-and-coming musicians
with plenty of buzz. Those artists are
the perfect middle ground between
mainstream popularity and underground
MUSIC !
They’re
not indie, not yet top
' 40. But introducing
music lovers to the latest tunes isn’t
something MTV2 restricted just to
television. Last year, they released
MTV2 Handpicked Vol.l, a collection of
singles spotlighting musicians like
Travis, Cake, Ryan Adams, David Gray,
Tenacious D, and Remy Zero. After the
success of that album, MTV2 and
Capital Records return with MTV2
Handpicked Vol. 2, a who’s who
compilation meet and greet.
Handpicked Vol. 2’s content ranges
in music styles, from harder-hitting rock
like “Get Free” by The Vines or “Hate
To Say I Told You So” by The Hives, to
softer chill songs like Coldplay’s “In My
Place” and Phantom Planet’s “Lonely
Day.” There are new versions of songs
by John Mayer, who adds a faster tempo
and screaming girls to liven up “No Such
Thing,” and Jimmy Eat World, who
slows things down with an acoustic
version of “The Middle” which, after a
while, becomes a little monotonous.
Still, the album has true highlights, like
Citizen Cope’s “If There’s Love,” a
pleading love song with emotional
vocals and driving instrumentals.
There’s plenty for girls to swoon over

Dan Devine ’04

Asst. A&E Editor

matt pond PA
The Nature of Maps
Polyvinyl Recording Company

capital records

Is that Handpicked Vol. 2 (above)
in your pocket or are you just
happy to see me?
on Handpicked Vol. 2 also. With Guster,
John Mayer, Jack Johnson and Big Roast
favorite Howie Day all providing tracks,
the album definitely has mainstream
appeal. The strongest track, however,
remains Norah Jones’s “Don’t Know
Why,” arguably the best song of the year.
Her vocals have just the right amount of
energy behind them, allowing for a
beautiful blend of jazz-like harmonies
and heart-breaking lyrics.
The album is successful because
every track here is sold, providing 14tracks of music you can listen to non
stop. There are also special CD-ROM
features,
including
two
live
performances from The Vines and
Coldplay, and OKGo’s video for “Get
Over It.” MTV2 Handpicked Vol. 2
provides a perfect introduction to the
pseudo-indie artists, acting as a Now
That’s What I Call Music CD from CTN
Television. Check it out if, like me,
you’re just learning about music outside
of Jewel and Nine Days.

GRADE: A

“What I really want to hear is, ‘Only
half of this is real.’”
With this lyric from “Close Map,” the
sixth track on The Nature of Maps, Matt
Pond aptly sums up my feelings about
his band’s new album. I’d love to hear
that the inconsistency and lack of depth
riddling this record were just
MUSIC misunderstandings
NOTE or bad dreams, but
■ the truth is that
vague, vacant, often terrible lyrics ruin
any chance of Maps maintaining a smart
listener’s interest.
That’s a damn shame, because Pond
and his cohorts write the type of beautiful
chamber-pop melodies that you couldn’t
get out of your head if you wanted to, a
blend of cellos, guitars, and subdued
rhythms that sounds something like a
cross between Guided by Voices’ poppier
numbers and The Cure. The cool, even
stroll of “Close Map,” the toe-tapping
drive of “Fairlee,” and the anthemic
hustle of “Summer is Coming” revisit
the power of matt pond PA’s last release,
The Green Fury, but unfortunately, the
luster of that album’s pop shimmer is
here marred by the kind of weak, empty
lyricism so typical of post-Sunny Day
Real Estate indie-rock music.
The “nature” of the title is the album’s
driving metaphor, and man, is it laid on
thick. Wind, falling snow, rivers, the
changing seasons, and about 50
references to different kinds of trees

polyvinyl recording company

They ’ve got maps, but no direction:
Weak, wayward lyrics sink matt
pond PA’s The Nature of Maps
(above).
create a boring lyrical landscape familiar
to anyone who has ever heard an emo
band. This brand of high-school
creative-writing-on-steroids crossed
over from merely formulaic to purely
derivative after Mineral released The
Power of Failing in 1997 (news flash: it
wasn’t cool then, either). When you hear
Pond droning on about white oaks and
pines on tracks like “No More” and
“Closer,” you want to smack him, then
remind him that it’s 2002, not 1798.
Naturalism’s a dead horse, and rehashing
its blank poetic conventions, especially
in the form of indie rock lyrics, certainly
isn’t going to resurrect any power it may
once have had. Full of cliches and
devoid of heart, The Nature ofMaps lets
the words get in the way, ruining what
would have been a perfectly good
instrumental album.

GRADE: C-
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Merrily he rolls along
Local director Peter Sampieri adds PC to his resume
as he directs The Blackfriars Theatre’s latest musical
by

Kelly Mack ’04
A&E Staff

“There is a lot of struggle [in what I
do], but I wouldn’t be doing it if I didn’t
have a deep calling.” What Peter
Sampieri does is direct, and this calling
has certainly brought him far. At age
25, he has a resume
BEHIND i that reads like those
THE SCENES of directors twice his
age, and he is cur
rently guest directing the Blackfriars
Theatre fall production of Stephen
Sondheim’s Merrily We Roll Along—the
most recent in a growing number of
projects bearing Sampieri’s name.
Sampieri began acting at age 14, and
directing shows at 18. After graduating
from St. Michael’s College in Vermont
with a double major in English and The
ater. he was accepted to Trinity Reper
tory Theatre’s Conservatory, a three-year
master’s degree program. It was while
he was attending the Conservatory that
Sampieri had one of his best experiences
to date: in May of this year, he was asked
to direct Margaret Edson’s Wit, making
him the first conservatory student to di
rect a mainstage show while enrolled as
a student. While Sampieri was honored
to be given this landmark opportunity,
he was also intimidated to be working
with some of Trinity’s most experienced
company actors at such a young age.
"Barbara Meek has been a company ac
tor [at Trinity] for 30 years, and Anne
Scurria was my professor in several of

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

Peter Sampieri (above) lends his directorial talents to the cast of
Merrily We Roll Along, opening this Friday in the Blackfriars Theatre.
my classes, so it was strange at first to
be directing them and trying to make
them better actors,” says Sampieri. “But
once we began, the collaboration was
just so easy.”
Sampieri may have less to worry
about than others when it comes to age
discrimination, however, simply because
he has done so much in such a short time.
“While some people feel they should
separate their time in school from their
professional career, I never did,” says
Sampieri. “Because I knew what I
wanted to do. there was never a separa

tion between my education and my
work—I tried to put them together.”
This was certainly true of the work
Sampieri did while in college and grad
school. Some of his accomplishments
include The Georgie, a one-man com
edy Sampieri wrote and starred in as a
senior at St. Michael’s (and was asked
back to perform this past summer as a
professional). He also spent a summer
while in grad school acting in Anton
Chekhov’s The Seagull at an Idaho the
ater owned by Bruce Willis and Demi
Moore. Sampieri also views this project

as a great experience, as it proved “you
can do theater anywhere, not just in New
York City. As long as you have the drive
and the resources, you can have great
theater.” He also appreciates the acting
experience he had there: “While I feel
more comfortable as a director,” says
Sampieri, “I think that acting makes you
a better director, and directing makes you
a better actor... I just consider myself a
‘theater person’.”
Sampieri comes to PC as a guest di
rector this fall because of the work he
did at Trinity. John Garrity, Managing
Director of the Blackfriars Theatre, saw
Wit, as well as Sampieri’s Conservatory
productions, and asked him to come to
direct at PC. Sampieri notes that this
may have been taking a risk on Garrity’s
part, as he is not only young, but also
local. Asking guests to direct is some
thing specific to PC, and Sampieri ap
preciates that they look for local talent,
not just “names.” On top of this, musi
cal theater is not something Sampieri has
a great amount of experience with, but
he counts that fact as an advantage.
“This is learning,” he says, “and I’m
learning a ton. Everything is a-step for
ward - the best directors can do any
thing, and that’s what I aim for. What I
‘do’ changes all the time, and that’s
what’s so exciting.”
Merrily We Roll Along is playing Oct.
25-27 and Nov. 1-3 in Blackfriars The
ater. Tickets are available at the Box
Office in Harkins or at x2218.

10% off with Student ID

10% off with Student ID

Volletti’s Gourmet Deli
(formerly Scoletti’s)

Corner of Douglas Ave. and Mineral Spring
North Providence, RI 02908
353-7879
Grilled Pizza
Fresh Sauteed Pasta
Daily Specials
Free Delivery 10:00am - 2:00pm
10% off with Student ID

10% off with Student ID
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The Bottom
Line
By Dave Quinn ’04
A&E Editor

Call waiting
The D. C. sniper claims his
first Hollywood casualty as
Phone Booth is put on hold
Poor Kiefer Sutherland. He’s had
some terrible luck lately. Just as his ca
reer was going through a revival, (let’s
be honest—he hasn’t been in a good
movie since 1996’s A Time To Kill), he
finds himself yet again put on hold. First,
there was the delay of his new show 24
last year, which because of its terrorist
threat plot couldn’t go on until the Sept.
11 panic settled a little. Then, there was
his disappointing recent Emmy loss to
The Shield's Michael Chiklis (the guy
played The Commish and Daddio for
Pete’s sake). Now, history repeats it
self, with the season premiere of 24 ed
ited for content, and the original promo
pieces pulled because of the appearance
of a sniper gun. And if that isn’t enough,
last Wednesday, Sutherland saw his new
sniper thriller film Phone Booth shelved
in the 20th Century Fox vault.
Directed by Joel Schumacher, Phone
Booth stars Colin Farrell as a man who
answers a ringing telephone in a phone
booth, and is then told that hanging up
will cause him to be shot by a sniper
(Kiefer Sutherland). Originally sched
uled for a Nov. 19 release. Fox studios
made the executive decision to pull
Booth as authorities in the Washington,
D.C., area search for a gunman linked
to the shooting deaths of at least nine
people. Director Joel Schumacher
wasn't too happy.
And why should he be? This isn’t
the first time that We’ve seen censorship
of films because of recent events. Heck,
this isn’t the first time that Schumacher

himself has run into problems. Last year,
his film Bad Company was another Sept.
11 “victim,” pulled from a September re
lease to an early June release. Remem
ber that movie? Not many people saw
it. The Chris Rock/Anthony Hopkins
flick only made about $30 million at the
box office, a pathetic feat considering its
$70 million budget. Whether the plot
about U.S. agents trying to thwart ter
rorists in Manhattan caused its downfall,
or the postponement, or the terrible re
views, remains to be seen.
These are only some of the cases in a
string of major studio films whose re
lease was delayed because of events dur
ing the past year. From the Arnold
Schwarzenegger action movie Collateral
Damage to the Barry Sonnenfeld-directed comedy Big Trouble, the film in
dustry is taking an ultra-sensitive look
at films and making sure not to offend.
And it’s not just Sept. 11-related mate
rial. The Kevin Bacon/Charlize Thero
flop Trapped received almost no market
ing because its plot involving the kid
napping of a young girl mirrored the
child abduction cases happening this
summer around the country. The fate of
that film? $6.7 million and a three-week
running time.
All these cancellations and postpone
ments make plenty of sense. Financially,
what studio would want to release a
movie about terrorism during the attacks
last year? What movie of that nature
would make money during that time? A
film like that is almost automatically a

20TH CENTURY FOX

Screening calls: Colin Farrell’s (above) new film Phone Booth may not see
the light of day till sometime next year, making it yet another casualty of an
oversensitive society and a fearful Hollywood industry.
box office dud. But this fear to offend
and need to consider the feelings of the
victims isn’t something that is helping.
If anything, the studios only appear
weak. There will always be movies
about kidnapping. There will always be
movies about terrorism. Sure, it is im
portant to consider the feelings of a na
tion in a time of crisis, but how much
harm are these films really going to do?
Take Schumacher’s situation, for ex
ample. He has been quoted in disap
pointment about the delay of Phone
Booth, saying, “There are many serial
killers that haven’t been caught. Should
they not release Red DragonT' He’s
exactly right. We don’t see movies like
One Hour Photo in controversy because
actress Jeri Ryan has a stalker. The film
industry seems to be insulting the Ameri
can public’s intelligence and ability to

know the difference between fantasy and
reality. Allow us to make the decisions
over what we want to see and what we
don’t. There will always be material that
offends. Heck, Serendipity offended me
when it came out. Granted, I was bitter
and alone. Still, imagine if all the bitter
and alone people of the world would
have picked that John Cusack film?
What would we do?
The film industry needs to stand by
the content they put out. If they are not
supportive of the type of films they are
producing, then they should not be pro
ducing them. The rest of the American
public needs to lighten up and back off.
Let’s not take high offense to movies that
mirror real life. How else is Kiefer
Sutherland going to have a career? On
second thought... maybe that’s not such
a bad of idea.
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Trinity’s Cloud 9 talks sex, baby
by

Erin Woulfe ’05
A&E Staff

“Let’s talk about sex” is
Trinity Repertory’s tagline for
Caryl Churchill’s Cloud 9, and
talk about sex it does. Sex,
gender, race, orientation, family,
are all fair game in this
entertaining comedy. On first
glance this show seems
completely off
THEATER the wall. Men
REVIEW' play women’s
characters and
vice versa, an African slave is
played by a white man and one
of the children is played by a
doll. Churchill, however, is
making a statement on the roles
people play and the boxes that
we paint ourselves into. By
creating characters who
overturn what is “normal” and
then writing dialogue for them
which requires that they act in
a manner consistent with their
place in society, Churchill
shows how confining certain
traditional perspectives can be.
The stage is set in Act One
for the traditional Victorian
family living abroad in a British
colony in Africa. Clive, the
father appears to be head of his
household, providing for his
wife, two children, mother-inlaw and servant, all of whom are
subordinate to him. whereas
Clive is subordinate to only God
and his Queen. From the get go.
it is obvious that in Churchill’s
world view, life is not quite
traditional. Clive’s wife is
really a man, his African servant
is white, and his young son is
played by a girl. In fact, the
only character other than Clive
who fits the stereotypes he sets

TRINITY REPERTORY THEATER

Gender bending 101: Harry Bagley (Fred Sullivan Jr.) meets Angela Brazil’s Edward (above
left) and Danny Scheie’s Betty (above right) in Trinity Rep’s production of Cloud 9.
for them is his mother-in-law.
By the second act 100 years
have passed chronologically,
while the characters have only
aged 25 years. Set in London
in a very different day and age,
the characters deal with
conflicts in their lives which
appear quite different but which
are in reality very similar to
what they dealt with in the first
act. While relationship issues,
both between members of the
same and opposite sex, were
concealed in Act One, by Act
Two they are dealt with openly
and frankly.
Cloud 9 is full of eyebrow
raising situations, usually with
regard to sexual situations, and
while the frank openness
Churchill has about sex, and
with whom individuals are
having it. is much less taboo
now than 20 years ago when the
play was written, it’s still
somewhat surprising to see the
sort of blatant sexual freedom
that is portrayed in both acts of

this play. Churchill makes some
interesting comments on society
and the way we both looked at
in the past, and continue to look
at certain roles and expectations
that it has for men, women and
their behavior. For example,
Clive is having an affair with a
woman from a neighboring
settlement. This woman, unlike
Betty, Clive’s wife, seems to be
completely content with living
alone, being independent, and
never getting married again.
Clive while claiming to
appreciate the demure and
emotional qualities of the
“weaker sex,” gravitates toward
a woman who enjoys carrying
guns, has sex for her physical
pleasure only, and is perfectly
content to take care of herself.
In essence, he wants the woman
who acts like a man. This is true
of relationships in other
characters as well. Ellen, the
governess, is in love with Betty.
Betty is in love with his friend
Harry Bagley, while Harry is in

love with Clive and Betty’s son,
Edward. The comedy of errors
involved in all these interwoven
romances does its best to
portray the both the serious and
petty aspects of human
relations.
Filled
with flawless
performances from the entire
cast, you just can’t help smiling
while watching Cloud 9. From
Betty, played by Danny Scheie,
discussing her daily activities of
piano playing and poetry
reading, to Fred Sullivan Jr.’s
humorous performance of
Harry Bagley, the strong
explorer with even stronger
homosexual desires which he
tries to cover up through
yearnings for Betty, when what
he is really yearning for is her
son. The cast is rounded out by
Timothy Crowe as Clive, who
gives the impression that all is
proper and correct within his
world. The hysterics continue
through Act Two when Crowe
transitions from the prim and

proper father, to Cathy, a five
year old with a penchant for ice
cream, guns, and finger
painting. Sullivan does an
excellent job at portraying
Martin, a husband who tries to
so hard to have an equal
relationship with his wife that
she leaves him for another
woman.
In Act Two, Cynthia
Strickland’s Betty shows the
audience with ease how a
generation of can be so removed
from the societal norms and
how difficult that can make life
for the older person. An
interesting part of the second act
is at the end where each
character is visited by his or her
“former self’ or their parallel
from Act One Betty, the most
changed character is first visited
by Clive, disapproving of
changes in her, but then
reconciles with her former self
in a touching reunion.
Cloud 9 shows us both how
far we’ve come in 100 years,
and how stagnant we have
remained. While there is much
less that is taboo a hundred
chronological years after the
age of imperialism, how far
have we really come? Have we
stopped
trying
to
compartmentalize people into
specific roles based on genetic
makeup? “If there isn’t a right
way to do things, you have to
invent one” is the conclusion
Betty comes to by the end of the
play. Churchill has shown that
we have invented a few new
ways of accepting alternatives,
but that there is still much more
that we can do. Cloud 9 runs
through Nov. 13 at Trinity Rep.

GRADE: A

Sounds from the underground
continued from page 17
of Christian rap that sounds like someone
drawling out a page of the Bible over a
Dr. Dre drumbeat while “hallelujah”
samples sing in the background.
Conversely, and more importantly for the
listener’s sake, the sound of Mars III
sounds like straight-up hip hop, with a
sprinkling of wisdom and positive
preaching.
On Raw Material, emcee Soulheir the
Manchild and producer DJ Dust create
a raw, distinct sound over the album’s
19 tracks. Soulheir secures his spot as
one of hip-hop’s dopest rappers,
dropping more gems on the album than
a jewel thief running from the cops. His
vocal skills are displayed best on
“Sphere of Hip-Hop Part 2,” a lyrical
dictionary of hip-hop culture. Spitting
rhymes like, “Yo, it’s this and it’s that,
it’s hype and it’s flat / it’s white and it’s
black, it’s abandoned and it’s packed /
it's backpackers, it’s wack rappers, beat
jackers / chip stackers, but thank God,
it’s microphone masters” on top of a

UPROK RECORDS

I wonder if heaven got a ghetto: The spiritually minded Mars Ill, made up of
DJ Dust (above left) and Soulheir the Manchild (above right), offer innova
tive rhymes informed by their Christian faith on Raw Material (far right).
sinister beat, the track shows Mars Ill at a while, check out the hymns that Mars
their best. In addition to “Sphere of Hip- Ill drops.
Hop Part 2,” Mars Ill also shines on
Similar to: Gang Starr; Black Star;
tracks like “Touch and Go,” the hypnotic Eminem’s “good” side.
“Black Market” and the spiritually
strong “Monotone.”
Sure, commercial hip-hop isn’t all
So, if you haven’t been to church in that bad; Eminem and Jay-Z are two

prime examples of mainstream emcees
that balance massive popularity and
major label support with creative
concepts and exceptional skill. But after
these two, the list of good music quickly
shortens. It’s unfortunate that some of
the major labels aren’t willing to
preserve hip hop as an art form, but
rather just look to use it as another way
to make money. Despite the unoriginality
and monotony of commercial hip-hop,
we’ll always have the underground,
independent world to remind us of how
hip-hop should sound
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Roommate idiosyncrasies: Avoiding the cat fight
by

Schmegan abruptly
entered my life back
in 1999 when she
first moved into
Raymond
Hall,
Room 214. I had
gotten there prior to
her arrival and, like
any ordinary college
neophyte, I at
tempted to claim my
space. The bottom
bunk was mine! That
all changed once
Schmegan entered
the room.
For
diplomacy’s sake I
asked her which bed
she preferred: top or
bottom? After insisting that it didn’t mat
ter at least ten times, she finally admit
ted that if she had to choose, she would
pick the bottom bunk (though she “didn't
really care”). Sensing that there was
more to this preference than meets the
ear, I subsequently adopted the top bunk
as my own. No harm, no foul. Thus,
the year started without a hitch.
A couple weeks later, as Schmegan
began to open up and bloom like the
beautiful flower she is today, she admit
ted to HER deathly fear of the top bunk.

Kaitlin Fluet ’03
Portfolio Staff

I am a senior this year and I must
admit that I’ve been through quite a lot
in my 3.2 years here at PC. Coming here,
the initial adjustment was pretty easy.
Aside from living
ESSAY without parental su
pervision, my life
didn’t change all that much. Perhaps the
biggest culture shock I experienced was
learning to share a room. I can barely
remember the days before I had a room
mate. If anybody had told me then what
I would be experiencing as a result of
this addition to my life (a wonderful ad
dition, I assure you), I’m not sure that I
wouldn’t have been fearful. Below, you
will find a three-year account of my life
with a single girl (whose real name shall
not appear in this article), who is very
near and dear to my heart, and who also
may be slightly quirky (as you will soon
see). Fear not, fellow readers, adequate
permission has been attained prior to the
writing of this expose. The small print:
I do not, in any way, shape or form indi
cate that this aforementioned “room
mate” is difficult to live with.
For simplicity’s sake, let us call our
real-life roommate “Schmegan.”

She hated the top
bunk, was terrified
of the top bunk and
would not have been
able to sleep on the
top bunk.
Of
course, this fear is
somewhat reason
able. I remember
thinking to myself,
“Yeah, that’s almost
normal. Plenty of
people hate the top
bunk. I’m sure glad
she isn’t sleeping up
there.” This is
where, as you can
imagine, all the fun
begins.
Slowly, over the course of the aca
demic year, Schmegan began to develop
an intense hatred for the bottom bunk.
“I keep hitting my head,” she said. “I’ve
had numerous near-death experiences
down here, you know.” So what if the
top bunk once came crashing down on
top of her? It will come as no surprise
to you then, that as second semester ap
proached, talk of rearranging the room
was abuzz. Before we knew it,
Schmegan’s abhorrence of the bottom
bunk disappeared along with the exist

ence of such bunked beds in room 214.
Thus, Schmegan was once again ap
peased.
As sophomore year rolled around,
the issue of bedding once again reared
its ugly head. Schmegan was forced to
reside in the nicknamed “Cave of Op
pression,” as there was no room in
Aquinas 115 to debunk our beds. I, once
again, was the vertical neighbor of my
beautiful little blossom, who often “came
to visit” as I sat up there doing my home
work. Apparently, her hatred of the top
bunk was eclipsed by her aversion to the
Cave (where she often hid to avoid con
tact with the outside world). If you think
that the bed situation was the only idio
syncrasy of Schmegan, please do think
again. This is where the positioning of
her desk came into play. We only had
one window in our room that year, so
window space was very obviously lim
ited. Schmengan’s desk was therefore
not appropriated direct access to the win
dow, and this was a source of signifi
cant ire to my dear roommate. “It's so
depressing on my side of the room,” she
said, “I need light in order to grow.” Due
to the limited space in our room, how-
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The Tiger

Salt Water Entropy

by

Christopher Parcels ’04
Portfolio Staff

by Joan

Barker ’04

Portfolio Editor

I. The Hunter

I. Perpendicular (y = mx + b)
Side streets ol canaiy squares and blind drives
Plaids and checker borders,
Railroad tracks: rusty rail and rotted wood,
Sword in the stone, and medians on the crosswalks to concrete.
Standing in a fountain pool with rippled waves caressing your waistline.
A straw in the cola:
It thunders on Sunday and snows on Thursday.
Through fence posts, mailboxes, and a comatose garage door.
String beans strewn across the plate, tree branch and elbows
Tooth-picked hors d’oeuvres,
thoughts mix and inject a soul into your law.
Dissent on a green flatbed: schisms on the highway, yet not a fork in the road.
Insanity hits a diagnosis as thoughts
still make sense on the level plain, tranquil below the y-intersect.

The snap of a twig brought
The verdant jungle to full
Attention; silence fell meteorically.
The man with the gun muttered
Under his breath, “Damn.”
The sound alerted the tiger.
Who darted into the bush
In a haze of orange and green.
And then, another twig snapped
But the man with the gun hadn’t moved.
He knew. The jungle knew.
The hunter had become the hunted.
Gradually, sound returned,
And birds sang, and monkeys hollered,
And a tiger roared,
And a man with a gun screamed.

II. Nowhere to run to, baby

II. I sold Girl Scout cookies to a diabetic
Numbers rose on navy.
White paper and denim.
Sunlight warming dry toes.
Navy denim on a white rose finish
Roses blue with navy
And denim finished white.
Roses render sunlight warm,
To finish the blush of a rose
With stems of denim numbers rose on navy.

III. Crab grass
Over the hill to the wood-stained gazebo,
Where the tall grass grew.
The sister’s moved away, and their old house became the place
Where the grass grew high.
There still stands dried red wood, growing out of the riverbed,
Where the grass grows high.
It burned so fast, and someone died slowly,
Footsteps in the thicket lay an immortal path
Where the tall grass grew.

Mr. Eaton Eaglebury
Wished to visit Harper’s Ferry
To see that place most legendary,
But now he’s in the cemetery.
Bob Dylan wrote a song
And wanted me to sing along
But I, I got the words all wrong
‘Cause learning them would take too
long.

Maybe it won’t hurt a bit
To get eaten bit by bit
But I wouldn't count on it.
No, I wouldn’t count on it a bit.

III. The lady or the tiger?
Now, young man, you have a choice,”
Said the king in noble voice,
Before you, you will see two doors:
Open one, the choice is yours.

Behind the one, as you may guess,
Is my daughter, the princess.
And if that door you chance to pick
You’ll be married double quick.
But beware, be warned, behind
The other door you’ll find
A fearsome tiger, large, unfed,
Who, seeing you, will kill you dead.”
The young man understood his plight
And took a guess, moved to the right...
But this is where the story ends.
So what do you think happened, friends?
I’ll tell you truly, I am sure
A tiger lurked behind both doors.
A tiger lurks behind every door.

IV. Animal crackers
Little Jimmy always played with his
food,
Especially animal crackers.
He’d pretend he was a tiger,
Stalking the tall giraffe,
The playful monkey.
But he never ate an elephant—
He always gave them to his friends.
And when he moved
away in the fourth grade,
Everyone remembered Jimmy’s
elephants.

V. Philosophical Carpentry
“Do you think there’s an afterlife, Rob?”
“I like to think so, Dan,” said Rob,
As he plumbed the window with shims.
“Heaven, Hell, and all that stuff? "
“Maybe, Dan, maybe. But I heard
One time that when we die, we’re not
Really gone if someone remembers us.
We live on inside our loved ones.”
Dan, nailing the window in place, said,
“I like the sound of that.”
Not even a tiger can take that away.
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Desperate Measures
by Jessica

Bonvino ’04

Portfolio Staff

racking your brain and your
friends’ brains, you might
realize that your list contains
zero, that’s right, ZERO
realistic possibilities, and then
you’re forced to place a
personal ad or try an escort
service.
Well, as the saying goes,
desperate times call for
desperate measures. Therefore,
I am finally going to take
advantage of my weekly article.
I need something from you. I
don’t need you to find me a
dress. I've actually been able
to accomplish something.
However, now that I have a
gorgeous dress, I don’t have
anyone to see it! Bottom line: I
need a date. Below are the
descriptions of the man I’m
looking for. Now, I don’t need
a Don Juan or a Casanova —
just a regular Joe who can find
a tux.
I’ve listed three
descriptions, if you meet any of
the criteria, please contact me
ASAP.

The time has come again to
sink below my usual level of
sanity. Some things in this life
push people to their limit, and
friends, let me
ESSAY tell
you,
thinking about
JRW (Junior Ring Weekend) is
enough to drive any junior
crazy, particularly the females.
There is too much pressure,
too much to worry about. We
have to find dresses, make hair
appointments, and worst of all,
find dates. Maybe you’re one
of those happy people that lives
in Coupleland, you don’t have
to worry about a date. However,
I. as well as many other people
on this campus, am dateless. If
you are so blessed to have a
date, please feel free to read on
and laugh at my pain. For those
of your not so fortunate ones, I
hope you can relate.
We all know that JRW is one
of the most formal event of a PC MY IDEAL MAN:
student’s career. It’s a great Physical Appearance: Tall
reason to get all dressed up, (5’8” or above), dark, and
have a fun time with your handsome. Gorgeous smile.
friends, and celebrate getting Built. Bears resemblance to
your class ring. However, what Josh Hartnett. Clean-shaven.
should be a potentially Dresses nicely.
awesome weekend can easily Personality: Good sense of
turn into a disaster for several humor. Open-minded. Kind.
reasons. One, to find a dress Romantic.
Generous.
you just might have to go to Adventurous
every mall in the tri state area Education: Currently enrolled
(and I have!), and if you come in college.
up empty handed you might (/ might be raising the bar a bit
have to stick to wearing your too high with this description,
high school prom dress. Two, however, ifany ofyou bachelors
it’s also a reason to make lists don’t measure up to par, do not
of potential people you can ask fear — you might just fall into
to be your date. However, after the second and third choices).

SECOND CHOICE:
Physical Appearance: Tall
(5’8” or above), nice hair and
smile. Somewhat built.
Minimal facial hair. Clean.
Jeans and t-shirt suitable.
Personality: Fun-loving. Has
ability to make decent
conversation. Table manners.
Education: High School
Degree or above.
(Ifyou do fall into this category
and you are not taken, married,
or in prison - call me. If this
description is still above your
level, don’t worry, you have a
chance left).
THIRD CHOICE:
Physical Appearance: Male,
relatively tall, has a full set of
teeth (they can’t be rotting).
Beer gut optional. Cave man
appearance
acceptable.
Showers at least twice a month.
Personality: As long as you
don’t abuse animals, you sound
fine.
Education: Has these words in
vocabulary: HI, HOW ARE
YOU, GOOD, BAD, YES, NO.
Or, you don’t even have to talk;
you can just be a decoration.
Yes, I am willing to lower
standards drastically from my
ideal man. And if that doesn’t
work out I hear that blow-up
dolls and mannequins are
running at great rates these
days. (By the way, I also happen
to have a dateless, gorgeous
roommate. So, maybe if you
have a brother or a friend, we
could always double date!)
You can make your inquiries
in The Cowl office, just ask for
Jessica, the dateless wonder of
Providence College.

Night Song
by

Sara Schepis ’04
Portfolio Staff

Visit O Lord, this habitation
And drive far from it every evil
Send brilliant angels to guard the sleeping
And ward all harming far away.

Our Father-God, rain peace upon us
Forgive our sinning in waking hours
Sustain Thy children who trust Thy watching
Rest all our being in Thy Power.
Dear Son of God, most Gentle Jesus
May our hearts’ beating chime loving to Thee
Becalm our storming, our fears and aching
And sorrows of the restless sea.

Thou Holy Ghost, the tranquil Fire
E’en death swift closing shall part us never
Outstretch Thy pinions and shade me over
The only refuge that I need.

Mother of All, O Virgin Mary
Sweet intercessor, you sing to Jesus
Teach us though while our body sleepeth
Our soul may be awake to Him.
Oh Triune God! Thou formed and blessed us
Now safe encradled, commend our spirits
Be our indwelling, Oh Father, Spirit,
And Prince of Peace, Forever God.
Visit O Lord, this habitation
And drive far from it every evil
Send brilliant angels to guard the sleeping
And ward all harming far away.
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Mediocre
by John

Manganaro ’03

Portfolio Staff

“Swimming among
the waters of mediocrity
I come to shores of complacency
...gasping for air...
Bring me to rivers of sweat and tears
which lead to the waters of tranquility
Let me be submersed by extremes
Rather than drown in medians
Let me be turned through the rapids
then lie amongst the stagnate...
Living life between extremes
I loose myself among waves
Pushing up by averages
I realize though...
this is where life exists
this is how we live
this is where I am
and where you begin.”

Expatriate
by

Neisha McGuckin ’03
Portfolio Staff

Much like you,
I’ve cultured a European slouch
As I slink past briar rose
Sweet in my nose I can near taste it
by the university walks it grows.
This is a start
But the dam of my heart could
Flow open at any point
To tell you the horrid truth
That I clung on a bridge, sane
Between fear and disdain
And yet still clung to your joints.

I want to share
But it may just be a dare to push
Myself out to
Lethe
Your arms brown
Tumbling in the sand in fresh summer
What a dream, oh...
what a dream to begin
Again.

Portfolio

Ranting
Roomate
continued from page 25
ever, these pleas yielded no action, and
thus Schmegan was forced to suffer
through the year without light or fresh
air. Vows that “it would be different next
year” were the only results of her dis
comfort. And yes, things were different
the very next year.
I once again arrived in our on-cam
pus apartment before Schmegan for the
opening of our junior year. I enlisted
my parents to help me arrange the room
to her liking. As it wound up, Schmegan
received a bed underneath the one win
dow and a desk also very near to that
precious source of fresh air and natural
light. “Finally,” I thought, “Schmegan
will be contented.” Well guess what? I
thought wrong. Over time, a new di
lemma developed. As the seasons
changed, Schmegan, that delicate flower,
began to wilt. Illness overtook her. “I
know what made me sick,” she declared
one day. “My bed is up against an out
side-facing cinderblock wall that gets
cold. When I sleep against it, it makes
me sick.” I put off the room rearrange
ment for months. As a result, we lived
in that room for the rest of the year with
a fleece blanket glued to the wall in or
der to counteract the cold culprit.
Our senior year, the year in which we
are currently involved, continued this
trend. As the first person to move in, I
endeavored to arrange the room to suit
Schmegan’s preferences. Single bed?
Check. Desk by the window? Check.
Bed that is not against a cold, outside
cinderblock wall? Check. Thus, I was
ready for Schmegan’s approval.
“Do you like the setup?” I ask her.
“Yeah,” she replies. “But where am I
going to put my alarm clock...” And so
we live happily ever after.

Undeclared and
thinking about
becoming an
Ed major?
Come to an orientation meeting
for info about
Elementary/Special Education
or
Secondary Education

When and Where?
November 6th @ 11:00 AM
in Harkins 414
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To shave or not to shave?
Walking the razor thin line
by

Katy McBrine ’04
Portfolio Staff

Top FIVE reasons why girls shave their legs:
5) Boyfriend coming up for the weekend and don’t want to appear hairy beast.
4) Would like to acquire one of those boyfriends this week and would not like
to appear hairy beast as to scare off any potential young suitors.
3) With the first warm signs of spring, weather man predicts “leg day.”
tomorrow. Must wear shorts/skirt to class (Unfortunately, will blind innocent
bystanders with ghostly legs, which haven’t seen light of day for months).
2) Hair has become so long/thick/braidable can scarcely get up from desk
chair without that pinching sensation. Have also begun to notice small hairs
accumulating in shower drain and are totally grossed out.
1) Five o’clock Shadow looks better on the boyfriend anyway.

Top TEN reasons why girls DO NOT shave their legs:
10) Are too cool.
9) Live in France.
8) Like to consider self some sort of neo-hippie, socially and culturally
opposed to physical constraints placed on women by the metaphorical “man”.
7) Have sensitive Irish/ Eastern European/ Scandinavian skin and find shaving
a dangerous/ painful/ ugly experience.
6) Weatherman just said it’s going to be 25 degrees tomorrow. Sweatpants it
is. Less shaving means more sleeping-in.
5) Have not the $8.00 for Venus Razor Replacement Cartridges. Money for
Golden Crust is somehow more important at 2 a.m.
4) Training for big swim meet and need as much “drag” as possible.
3) Are lazy.
2) Are competing for Guinness World Record.
1) Have no BF; want no BF; even if did have/want BF, would not like BF that
cared if had furry legs like a boar.
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What excuses are you
giving your professors to get
out of mid-term exams ?

“I’m not emotionally ready for this exam.”
Liz LaPenta ’04 Colleen Murphy ’04
“Sorry, sleeping is more important.”
Ed Bermudez ’05

“I lined my hamster’s cage with pages from my
book and fed my notebook to my bearded dragon.”
Mark Said ’04

“The lighting in Louie’s is not good for studying.”
Jason Sibley ’06 Braden Jackobek ’06

“My prospective student stole my notebook.”
Justin Cusce ’03 Kristin Doherty ’05

“The pool table at Club E’s is meant
for dancing not books.”
Kaitlin Morris ’06 Carrie Hutnick ’06

Blossom and Six
“We were too busy practicing our
tap routine to study.”
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Standouts

Kelli Halcisak

Jon DiSalvatore

Women’s Hockey
Junior — Grosse lie, Mich.
Halcisak led the women’s ice hockey team to a
6-0 victory over the University of Vermont on
Saturday, Oct. 19. She recorded a goal and an assist,
bringing her season total to two goals and one assist
for a total of three points.

Men’s Hockey
Senior — South Windsor, Conn.
DiSalvatore led the men’s ice hockey team to a
pair of victories over Minnesota State, Mankato
on Oct. 18-19. He scored three goals and
added one assist in two games to help the
Friars improve to 4-0.

Scores

Schedules

Friday 10/18
Men’s Hockey vs. Minnesota State, Mankato
Volleyball vs. Boston College
Field Hockey at Syracuse

W2-1
L3-0
L2-1

Saturday 10/19
Women’s Hockey vs. Vermont
Men’s Hockey vs. Minnesota State, Mankato
Volleyball @ Sacred Heart

W6-0
W5-3
L3-0

Sunday 10/20
Tennis @ New England Championships
Men’s Soccer @ Seton Hall
Women’s Soccer @ West Virginia

6th of 8
L 1-0
L2-0

Wednesday 10/23
Women’s Soccer vs. Connecticut

Friday 10/25
Men’s Hockey vs. UMass-Lowell

7 p.m.

Saturday 10/26
Men’s Soccer vs. Villanova
Volleyball vs. Seton Hall
Women’s Hockey vs. St. Lawrence
Tennis @ Regional Championships

1 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.
TBA

Sunday 10/27
Field Hockey vs. Villanova
Women’s Soccer vs. Yale
Volleyball vs. Rutgers

1 p.m.
2 p.m.
2 p.m.

Tuesday 10/29
Men’s Soccer vs. Quinnipiac

2 p.m.

Wednesday 10/30
Women’s Soccer vs. Holy Cross

2 p.m.

L 1-0

Statistics
Women’s Soccer
PLAYER
ROBERTSON, Maura
O’MALLEY, Kerry
BRUNI, BriAnne
MCAULEY, Kyle
MCMORROW, Shannon
RITCHIE, Lauren
BAKKE, Veronica

GP
14
15
14
15
15
15
15

G
5
4
3
3
2
2
2

Men’s Soccer
A
7
4
1
0
1
1
0

Pts
17
12
7
6
5
5
4

Sh
35
50
17
12
12
10
15

Name
SOLANO, Mauricio
LYNCH, Eoin
PETRARCA, Anthony
WEXLER, Ian
SMITH, Jeff
STIGLIANO, Todd
SUERO, Carlos

GP
14
14
14
14
14
12
13

G
4
5
2
2
1
1
0

A Pts
3 11
0 10
1 5
0 4
1 3
1 3
3 3

Sh
24
29
22
18
7
5
11
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Tennis gets unlucky roll
Stephanie LaCharite ’06

was third-ranked sophomore Molly
Gilbride, who, although was defeated by
another top-seeded Holy Cross player,
The luck of the draw this past Brittany Bums, was the only player in
weekend at the New England the tournament to win a set against
Championships in Burlington, Vt., was Burns, the eventual champion of the
missing one thing for the Providence third-ranked spot, in their three-set
College Women’s Tennis team.
match.
Luck.
The Friars ’ doubles bracket was a 180
The team ended the week with a when compared to the singles bracket,
disappointing sixth- place finish, while with every team making it to the
Holy Cross went on to win the quarterfinals of the tournament. The
tournament.
third-ranked doubles team, made up of
Almost all of Providence’s six singles sophomores Rodger and Gilbride, lost
players were matched up with players in the quarterfinals to second-seeded
from Holy Cross or University of New Francesca DiBona and Debbie King of
Hampshire, all of whom were ranked as New Hampshire, 8-6.
the first or second seed
The second-ranked team made up of
WOMEN’S in their division. At the sophomores Katy Bednar and Lindsey
TENNIS end of the first day, five Christensen went to the semifinals, after
out of the six Friar they defeated Seton Hall’s Jeanne
singles players were out of the Sampson and Tiffany Paul, 8-6, in the
tournament.
quarterfinals. In the semifinals, they met
“We felt that we were the third or up with Lensey Dixon and Jenny Witter
fourth best team there, but we drew all of New Hampshire and were defeated
first- and second-seeded teams in the first by a score of 8-5.
round, and ended up in sixth place
In the end, it was the first-ranked
because we didn’t get past the first freshmen team composed of Sara Bitetti
round,” said Carl LaBranche, head coach and Cheri Lapane who made it to the
of the women’s tennis team.
finals for the Friars. They defeated
The final placing results of the Lauren Galatie and Darcey Shoop of
tournament were deceiving, however, Seton Hall in the quarterfinals, 8-3, and
because the Friars’ top three players all Molly Moran and Kyna Delaney of
took their matches into three sets before Vermont in the semifinals, 8-5.
falling to tougher competition.
The freshmen duo led throughout
Fifth-ranked sophomore Nicole their final match against Hartford’s
Rodger was the lone first-round survivor Alexis Alexander and Ana Marie Mora
for the Friars, where she won easily, 6- by a spread of almost three games. They
0, 6-3, against Andrea Suriano of were winning, 7-5, being one game away
Fairfield University and advanced into from clinching the New England
the semifinals. She was defeated in the Doubles Championship. Their hard work
following round by first-seeded Melissa and efforts were not enough in the end;
Levy from Holy Cross, 6-0, 6-4.
Hartford took the next four games and
Another plus for the singles bracket won the match, 9-7.
by

Sports Staff

Lapane said, “We played really well
together; we were up 7-5, and realized
that we were one game away from
winning the championship, and just got
really nervous.”
LaBranche also commented on their
performance, “These two freshmen have
played the best 12 games of tennis this
past season that I’ve ever seen. At the
end I just think they got nervous, and
were waiting for Hartford to lose.”
After this weekend, LaBranche came
out with mixed emotions about the
team’s performance. He said he wasn’t
sure whether he should be mad at the
girls or proud of them. They didn’t do
well overall in the tournament, but they
all played well in their matches.
However, this tournament isn’t the
end for all of the women on the team.
This upcoming weekend, the top-ranked
singles player and doubles team will be
going to the regional championship,
where they will be competing against
128 other Division I teams.
The top-ranked doubles team of
Lapane and Bitetti is going to represent
PC. However, the person who will be the
top-ranked singles player isn’t set in
stone yet. Bednar, who usually holds the
number-one spot, has been dealing with
an arm injury this season from an earlier
practice, and LaBranche wants to make
sure that she is healthy enough to play
this weekend, before he makes his final
decision.
Although the fall season is coming to
a close, LaBranche is already thinking
about this spring. “We have a hard
season, and a lot of Big East and Division
I teams. We have a young team, and I’m
hoping that this fall season has helped
the freshmen to adjust.”
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IAB
Basketball
Men’s A-League
McDermott
Cromies
JohnMenyA.S.
Dorks
TMNT
The Flags
Bombadiers
The Smiths

WL
3
3
2
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
1
2
2
1
2
2

Men’s B-League
The LD’s
Wet Dat
Da Hook-Up
RhodyA.S.
Roll Tide
Norman’s Crew
Tribute
D6
David Mee

WL
3 0
20
1 0
10
1 1
1 1
0 2
0 2
0 3

Men’s C-League

WL

Houston Oilers
Mary Boland
Chris Judge
Big Blues
Fennel Transfers
Paul Sullivan
Rood Toke
Team Moose

3
2
1
1
1
0
0
0

Freshmen League
Da PC
Team Duck
Guzman Guzz.
Dirty McDowws
First and Long
David Mee
Team A
Claymores

WL
2 1
2 1
1 0
1
1
1
0
0

0
0
I
1
1
2
3
0

1
1
1
1
2
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SU loss puts Friars in tight squeeze
by

Paul Whitty ’03
Sports Staff

The Providence College
Field Hockey team lost to
Syracuse University, 2-1, on
Friday, Oct. 18, in a crucial
game in regards to Big East
standings. The
FIELD two teams started
HOCKEY the game tied for
fourth place in
the Big East, but with the loss,
Providence dropped to fifth
place and Syracuse moved up
into a tie for third with Boston
College. The change in the
standings was significant
because only the top four teams
qualify for the Big East
Championships.
The game started out
positively for the Friars, with
junior Stefanie Suehnholz
scoring the first goal of the
game at the 21:02 mark in the
first half. The goal was
Suehnholz’s second of the
season, and her sixth point.
Providence held onto to its 1-0
lead until Kristin Aronowicz of
Syracuse scored with 12:28 left
in the second half. With just
under a minute remaining in
regulation, Lindsay Peirson of

standings, the Friars should be
expecting some tough games.
Both match-ups are home
games for Providence, where it
has been very successful this
season.
The Friars are
undefeated in their four home
games so far.
Providence plays Villanova
on Sunday, Oct. 27, and UConn
on Saturday, Nov. 2.
“Villanova has knocked off
some very good teams this
season,” said Madl. “But we
just have to play our game and
hope that the home-field
advantage stays true to us.”
The Friars will be hoping to
score against Villanova’s
goalkeeper, Meghan Helwig,
who was the Defensive Player
of the Week (Oct. 14-20), and
has a 0.87 goals against average
for the season. PC will need to
win at least one of its two Big
East games to qualify for the
tournament.
“We are confident,” said
Moran about the team’s last two
Big East matches, “We know
that we can compete against
[Villanova and UConn], and our
record doesn’t show what we
are capable of.”

Syracuse scored what would
prove to be the game-winning
goal to make the score 2-1.
“The loss was a pretty big
disappointment,” said junior
Meaghan Moran. “We played
well throughout the game, but
that last minute just changed
everything.”
Moran played in goal for the
Friars and collected two saves
on the day. Goalkeeper Audrey
Latsko of Syracuse collected
five saves.
Offensively,
Syracuse narrowly out-shot
Providence, 9-7.
The loss brought the Friars’
record to 8-9 overall (1-2 Big
East), and Syracuse’s record to
9-6 overall (2-2 Big East).
“It was a heartbreaker,” said
Head Coach Diane Madl. “It
was a very well played and even
game, and I think the stats
showed that. The loss puts us
into more of a must-win
situation now in terms of Big
East games.”
The Friars have two Big East
games remaining, against
Villanova and the University of
Connecticut. UConn is 3-0 in
the conference and Villanova is
3-1. With UConn and Villanova
at the top of the Big East

PETE JOHNSON '03/The Cowl

Junior Kelly Romanowicz and the Friars are currently in
fifth place in the Big East Conference standings.

CLASSIFIEDS
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HELP WANTED

FOR SALE/RENT

SPRING BREAK

Marketing Agency seeks High
Energy Individuals for Market
ing & Promoting in Rhode
Islands Hottest Night Clubs.
Must Have Own Vehicle.
$15 Dollars an Hour.
Flexible Hours.
Call: 1-888-477-6668
www.HausPromotions.com

Apartments for Rent
VERY NICE! All 3 bedrooms,
hardwood floors, eat in kitchen,
dining room, living room, off
street parking, laundry in
building. Secure, Very Clean,
and a MUST SEE.
Students Welcome!
617-436-4296 Call Mike

Attention Spring Breakers
It’s Free in 2003! 2 Free Trips/
Free Parties w/MTV
Hottest Destinations @
Lowest Prices
Featured on MTV,
Jerry Springer
MSNBC & Travel Channel
Most Reliable Company
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710

:

SPRING BREAK

♦

SPRING BREAK ’03! Air.
Hotel, FREE FOOD, FREE
DRINKS, 150% Lowest Price
Guarantee! REPS WANTED!
Organize 15 friends, earn 2
FREE TRIPS, VIP treatment!
Call 1-800-293-1445 ore-mail
sales(5),studentcitv.com todav!

#1 Spring Break Vacations!
SPRING BREAK INSANITY!
Cancun, Jamaica, Acapulco,
WWW INTER-CAMPUS.COM
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Florida,
OR CALL 1-800-327-6013
Padre. 110% Best Prices! Book
GUARANTEED LOWEST
USA Spring Break
Now & get Free Parties &
PRICES! WE HAVE
Presents
Meals! Group Discounts. Now
ABSOLUTELY THE HOTTEST
Spring Break 2003
Hiring Campus Reps!
DESTINATIONS AND PARTIES
Campus Reps Wanted
1-800-234-7007
CANCUN, JAMAICA,
Earn 2 ~e trips for 15 people
endlesssummertours.com
FLORIDA, TEXAS, AND
Cancun, Bahamas, Mazatlan,
BAHAMAS CRUISE PARTY!!
Jamaica, Acapulco, South Padre
***ACT NOW! Guarantee the
FIFTEEN YEARS EXPERIENCE
and Florida
best soring break prices! South
GO WITH THE BEST!
Cull Toll Free 1-877-460-6077
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Baha
CAMPUS REPS WANTED www.usaspringbreak. com
mas, Acapulco, Florida &
EARN FREE TRIPS!
Mardigras. TRAVEL FREE,
UNIVERSITY BARTENDING Apartment for Rent! Pembroke
Reps Needed, Eam$$$.
Ave Near P.C. 1st, 2nd, 3rd
#1 Spring Break
CLASSES START SOON
Group Discounts for 6+.
floors. 3 Large Bedrooms, new
Look no further!!
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
1 888 THINK SUN
kitchen appliances, stove,
2 Free Trips/ Free Parties w/MTV (1-888-844-6578 dept 2626) /
1-800-U-CAN-MIX
Free Meals/Drinks
WWWLNI\ERSIIYEARIErO9GCUM refrigerator, dishwasher, new gas
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
baseboard
heat,
and
gas
hot
Hottest
Destinations @
SPACE IS LIMITED CALL
water, new bathrooms. Secure
Lowest Prices
FOR INFORMATION!!!
Want to be seen by over
area with lighted parking. $950
Caribbean, Mexico,
4,000 people each week?
per month. Call 274-7763.
Bartender Trainees Needed
Florida, & Padre
This space could be yours!
$250 a day potential Local
Most Reliable Company
Contact The Cowl at
Positions 1-800-293-3985
www.sunsolashtours.com
www.thecowl.com
401-865-2214 about advertising
ext. 199
1-800-426-7710
in the classified section!

Sports Teams ~ Clubs ~
Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this
semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour
fundraising event. Our pro
grams make fundraising easy
with no risks. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so get
with the programs! It works.
Contact Campusfundraiser.com
at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.camousfundraiser.com
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Soccer’s season wavers on final games
Providence faces must-win situations against
Pittsburgh and Villanova to make tournament
by

Lauren DeMauro ’05
Sports Staff

Forget about the past 14 games and
the 4-9 overall record. Forget about the
winning percentage in the Big East and
the individual stats. It all comes down
to these numbers for the Providence
College Men’s Soccer Team: two weeks,
two games. That’s it.
When the Friars
MEN’S began the 2002 season,
SOCCER they had two goals set
for themselves. After a
2001 season in which the team won only
one game, the first and most immediate
goal for the Friars was improvement, and
improve they certainly have. With a
talented freshmen class paired with
experienced veteran leadership, PC,
backed by its impressive outings against
Connecticut, Syracuse, Virginia Tech,
and West Virginia, proved that it is a team
to be taken seriously. The second goal
set by PC Head Coach Chaka Daley was
making it to the Big East Tournament.
Call him crazy, but even after last year’s
disappointing season, Daley believes it
is possible. And, it just might be.
Things are really starting to heat up
in the Big East Conference. With the
Big East Tournament just three short
weeks away, the division’s final top eight
seeds are certainly not set in stone, and
anything can happen.
Currently, St. John’s, UConn, Boston
College, Seton Hall, and Notre Dame,
have basically guaranteed themselves

Big East Conference Standings
Men’s Soccer
St. John’s
Connecticut
BC
Seton Hall
Notre Dame
Virginia Tech
Syracuse
Rutgers
Georgetown

Providence
Pittsburgh
Villanova
West Virginia

W
6
5
5
5
4
4
3
3
3

L
1
2
2
4
2
3
3
3
4

T
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
1
0

Pts.
19
15
15
15
13
12
10
10
9

3
2
2
0

5

0
1
0
1

9
7
6
1

5
5
6

spots in November’s tournament. That
leaves Virginia Tech, Syracuse, Rutgers,
Georgetown, and Providence competing
for the final three berths.
According to Daley, “We’re right
there, we have two Big East games left.
If we win those two, we finish the Big
East at .500 and have a good shot at
making the tournament. Winning the
next two games will certainly put us in a
very good position to qualify.”
Sunday, the Friars traveled to South
Orange, N.J., to take on Seton Hall
University. PC, looking for its fourth Big
East win of the season dropped the
contest 1-0 against the 8-5-2 Pirates.
Providence entered the game expecting

what senior Mauricio Solano predicted
as a “real battle,” and they certainly got
one.
“We knew it was going to be a tough
game going in. Seton Hall is a very good
team. They’ve beaten some great teams
this year, especially UConn. The fact
that they’re 5-0-1 at home doesn’t make
it any easier,” Daley said.
PC held its own against the Pirates in
the first half. Despite a hip pointer injury
to Solano five minutes into the game, the
Friars succeeded in holding Seton Hall
scoreless, and entered into halftime in a
0-0 deadlock. Providence kept up its
strong effort throughout the second half,
but with about 20 minutes to go in the
game, the Pirates scored the contest’s
lone goal with senior forward Vincent
Scerbo kicking in a rebound past Friar
goalkeeper Jeff Newman. The Friars
continued to pressure Seton Hall for the
remainder of the game, and despite
creating scoring opportunities, couldn’t
finish. Newman made six saves for PC,
while freshmen Derek Nobrega, Brian
Baker, and Zach Tobin, and junior
defender Greg Bennett also put forth
strong efforts for Providence.
“During the first half, we were
playing under pressure, and during the
second, we created quite a few chances
to score, but we couldn’t seem to finish,”
Bennett said.
“We played well in the game, but
things just didn’t go our way. We created
chances for ourselves, but couldn’t get
the ball in the net,” Nobrega added.
Despite the disappointing loss,
Daley’s squad stands a good shot at the
Big East Tournament. PC has just two
regular season conference games left,
against Villanova and Pittsburgh.
Both Villanova and Pittsburgh

currently hold 2-5 records in league play.
Neither team, with their current records
and upcoming schedules, is expected to
qualify for the tournament. However,
both games are expected to be
competitive and test the Friars. The
Friars will have to face Villanova on
Saturday without one of the team’s
leaders, Solano, who is both injured and
suspended from the game due to yellow
cards.
According to Daley, “The difficulty
is when you are playing at the end of the
season against teams with nothing to
play for. These games are usually
tougher.
They [Villanova and
Pittsburgh] could have their best
performances of the year. With nothing
to lose, they are riding strictly on
emotion, and we need to play these next
two games to win.”
“Obviously, it all comes down to
these last two games. It’s great for us to
still be playing and to have so much to
play for. We think that we have a great
chance to do it. Hopefully we’ll win on
Saturday against Villanova, which will
give us a chance to go to Pittsburgh and
see it through. Right now, we’re all
confident and looking forward to the
next two games,” Bennett said.
These next two weeks hold the Friar’s
fate this fall. Two victories could
guarantee Providence its first Big East
appearance since the 1998 season. A Big
East appearance would cap off an
impressive turnaround for the men’s
soccer program.
“It’s a great feeling to keep playing
at the end of the year with a chance at
the postseason. But, if we don’t take care
of business, it might be the most
disappointing feeling we’ve had all
season,” Daley said.

Heart attack scars PC’s morale
by

R.J. Friedman ’03
Sports Editor

A less-than-memorable
season for the Providence
College Women’s Volleyball
team went from bad to worse
this past weekend. On Friday
night, the Friars fell to 0-5 in the
Big East
WOMEN’S Conference
VOLLEYBALL after a 3-0
loss
to
Boston College. The next
afternoon, Providence lost in
straight sets to a Sacred Heart
squad that had yet to win a
match all season. The Friars’
record fell to a disappointing 221 for the year.
A young team that starts
three freshmen and two
sophomores, all of whom are
under six feet tall, the Friars
have struggled with a major
height differential against their
opponents all season. However,
against Boston College, the
height difference was only two
or three inches, giving
Providence its best chance at a
win in the conference this
season.
Providence kept the match
close but lost in three straight
games, 30-25,30-22,30-26. At
several times during the match,
the Friars went point for point
against the Eagles (11-11, 2-3
Big East), but small mistakes
and unforced errors cost PC the
match.
After the first two games
went the Eagles’ way,
Providence fought hard to force
a fourth game. Down at one
point 13-7, Providence fought

back to tie the game at 16 and
took a lead in the game, 20-19,
for the first time since early in
the first game. Providence and
BC traded points up to 26-26
before the Eagles went on a
four-point run to end the match.
While the Friars noted after
the game that the match was one
of the most competitive and,
therefore, one of the most fun
contests of the season, not
coming away with a win was
still a sore spot for some.
“This is probably the best
game we’ve played all year,”
said sophomore Ayana Cadres,
who led the Friars with 19 kills
on the night. “We’ve played
hard all season, but just not hard
enough. There are times we
give 120 percent for five
minutes, and then 20 percent the
next five. It’s just been really
up and down,” she said.
However, Providence head
coach Margot Royer saw much
improvement from her team
Friday night. “If we played like
this all the time, we would win
a lot more than we have been,
but we’re young and we’re
definitely getting better,” she
said. “I’m proud of them. We
did so many other things we’ve
been working on and thats
really positive; we just didn’t
finish.”
It is safe to say that
Providence underestimated
Sacred
Heart
Saturday
afternoon. After Friday’s loss
to Boston College, a few players
didn’t even know what
conference Sacred Heart played
in, and considered the match an
“easy ‘W’ against “the easiest
team on the schedule.”

Even Royer was confident
going into the game against
winless Pioneers after the BC
game. “I told the girls that if
we play tomorrow like we did
tonight, we’ll win tomorrow in
a match of three and we’ll come
home,” she said.
“But
sometimes you play down to the
level [of competition]. So we’ll
just wait and see.”
Sacred Heart (1-19) won its
first match of the year in straight
games of 30-25, 30-24, 33-31.
Cadres notched a match-high 19
kills, while Fleming had 10 kills
and seven digs.
“I really do think that we
thought too much about them
being a possibily for a win that
we didn’t come to play,” Royer
admitted. “Against BC we
played up to the level, and we
played down to their level. But
moral victories really aren’t
helping right now. We’re
struggling.”
The only good news for
Providence volleyball this week
came off the court, as Royer
confirmed Friday that the
program had been given five
National Letters of Intent of
small money amounts to give to
recruits for next year. This gives
volleyball, a non-scholarship
team, an step up in recruiting.
Royer can now lock in players
early into the program, as well
as allow recruits to apply after
the College’s Jan. 15 deadline.
To comply with the requests
of the Big East, the program
must have 12 scholarships to
stay in the conference. That
decision rests in the hands of
Bob Driscoll, Providence’s
Director of Athletics. “It’s a

JOHN ENGLISHMEN ’03/The Cowl

Freshman Rachel Thcker (13) sets up sophomore Ayana
Cadres (8), who recorded 19 kills against BC on Friday.
start,” said Royer. “I didnt have play the spoiler and steal a Big
that last year, and thats a big East victory. The Friars host
step.
Seton Hall next on Oct. 26, with
With eight games remaining their best chances at wins
in conference play, the number coming at Syracuse (Nov. 3)
one focus for the Friars is to and Villanova (Nov. 9).
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UConn: Strong
defensive effort
comes up short
continued from back page
(ECAC)
invitational
tournament are still alive. If the
Friars remain above .500 for the
year, then Providence will make
the postseason. While the
ECAC tournament is still
respectable, it is more of a
consolation prize to the team
when compared to the Big East
tournament.
“It’s disappointing.
Everyone played great all year,
especially today, so I think that
we should have made it [the Big
East tournament], but what can
you do,” said senior captain
Kristin Gardner.
The Friars did play a solid
game, and they certainly proved
to other teams in the conference
that play ing against them would
not be easy. The Friars started
the game well right from the
opening whistle. It took
Providence only two minutes to
get a quality chance to score.
The ball was pushed down the
right side, where sophomore
Veronica Bakke crossed it. The
ball found the head of freshman
Kerry O’Malley, but the
Connecticut goalkeeper pushed
it over the bar. This was just
the beginning
of the
Providence’s attack. The Friars
had chances throughout the

game, but they just couldn’t
finish their scoring drives, and
that hurt them in the end.
“It was frustrating; we
played great but we couldn’t
buy a goal,” said Head Coach
Tracy Kerr.
The Friars’ defense played
phenomenally. The defense
was all over the place, and
stopped the UConn attack
before it could get anything
generated.
Providence
consistently dominated the
Huskies’ forwards and midfield.
The defense game plan was
perfectly constructed and
executed throughout the whole
game, and this was obvious
because Connecticut couldn’t
score in the flow of the game. It
took the Huskies a comer kick
to score a lucky goal to gain the
one-goal victory.
“We knew we had to be very
organized in the back or we
would pay for it, and we did it.
We played great and we did our
job. I told the girls to keep their
heads up, because they really
deserved to win this game,” said
Ken.
The Friars have two games
remaining, against New
England opponents Yale and
Holy Cross. The next game is
Sunday, Oct. 27, at 2 p.m. at
Glay Field.
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Last week’s madness
by

Lauren DeMauro ’05
Sports Staff

According to the Big East
Preseason Coaches Poll
released Wednesday, Oct. 23,
the Providence College Men’s
Basketball team is predicted to
finish sixth in the Big East
“East” division of the Big East
Conference.
UConn
MEN’S is polled to
BASKETBALL come out
on top as
the Eastern division’s winner.
The Huskies, which won last
year’s Big East Tournament,
received nine first place votes
for a total of 85 points.
Pittsburgh is tops in the West.
While actual games have yet
to start, Head Coach Tim
Welsh’s team returned to
practice Saturday, Oct. 12 and
were formally introduced to
their fans at Late Night
Madness, held on Thursday,
Oct. 17.
Following a pre-Late Night
Madness dinner in the Peterson
Recreation Center, it was off to
Alumni Hall where first year
Women’s head basketball coach
Susan Yow and her team were
presented to the student body.
PETE TAVIS ’05/The Cowl
Then the men’s team was
Sophomore Rob Sanders shows off his dunking abilities.
brought out to cheers from the
Fifth-year senior Kareem forward Romauld Augustin is
students of “Go Friars.” The Hayletts received the loudest still recovering from a hip injury
team took to the courts and applause of the evening after that killed his season last year,
performed an array of lay-ups playing to the crowd with while senior guard Abdul Mills
is still recovering from hip
and dunks to get the crowd windmill and reverse dunks.
going.
Each player was
Unfortunately for PC, the surgery of his own. Gomes is
individually introduced to the injury problem that plagued the recovering from a stress fracture
crowd by Welsh and was given Friar lineup last year is once in his right foot, but returned to
a chance to show off before the again becoming a problem early practice last Thursday for non
crowd.
in the 2002-03 season. Junior contact drills.
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ranked No. 11

continued from back page
“Between myself and the defense, it’s
been great in terms of communication.
We have been talking on screen shots and
they have let me be able to see the puck,”
said Schaefer.
After a scoreless first period, the
Friars scored three times on the
Mavericks in the second. Junior Jason
Platt started the scoring for the Friars
four minutes into the period, picking up
a rebound from a drive by grad student
Peter Fregoe for his first goal of the
season. Fregoe finished the game with
one goal and two assists and currently
leads the Friars in scoring with 11 points.
“That’s the way we are going to score
goals,” said Pooley. “We are a big, strong
club and we create traffic and out-work
people in front of the net.”
After a goal less than three minutes
later by senior Jon DiSalvatore put
Providence up 2-0, MSU scored to cut
the Friar lead in half, 2-1, on the power
play. Butjunior Mike Robinson made a
cut-move down low for his first goal of
the season with just over five minutes
remaining in the period to put PC up by
two. 3-1.
The Friars scored twice more in the
thid period, goals by junior Cody
Loughlean and Fregoe, to keep the
Mavericks from a comeback. The only
concern for Pooley after the game were
special teams — PC was whistled for 10
penalties and finished one-for-six on the
power play.
“I thought we did a good job of
cycling the puck, but we took penalties,”
said Pooley. “It wasn’t like we were
undisciplined, but Mankato’s power play
was very good. Schaefer made some big
saves.”
After Ballard graduated in 2001,
Schaefer was the clear-cut number one
when last season began, but struggled
behind a young blue line. While thenfreshman David Cacciola did show
flashes of potential at times, Schaefer
received the majority of playing time,
appearing in 35 of the team’s 38 games.
Many observers feel that if Schaefer
regains the form that earned him All
America honors as a sophomore this
season, the Friars have the potential to
finish in first place in the Hockey East.
But it doesn’t hurt to have a great
insurance policy like Goepfert behind
Schaefer pushing for playing time.

PETE TAVIS ’05/The Cowl

Senior co-captain Jon DiSalvatore (14) scored three goals and one assist against the Mavericks this past weekend.
“Nolan is like a big brother to me and
I’m trying to soak up as much knowledge
about the position,” said Goepfert. “I
think we push each other. In practice and
in games we set the bar for each other
and we try to outdo each other every
time.”
On Saturday, the Friars came out
sluggish and spotted Minnesota State a
2-0 lead early in the first period after two
power play goals by junior Cole Bassett.
Freshman Torry Gajda earned one back
for the Friars before the end of the period
when he scored his third goal of the
season at the 14:58 mark.
The second period has been the
Friars’ strong point so far this season,
outscoring their opponents 14-2 in the
middle frame. Loughlean scored his
second goal in as many nights, tying the
game at two just 3:41 into the second.
DiSalvatore gave the Friars a 3-2 lead
when he scored his first of two goals on
the night at the 14:19 mark.
“It’s good to have our first test early
in the year so we can see what kind of
team we have when we get down,” said
DiSalvatore. “It was great the way we
responded to the adversity. There weren’t
too many rights we did in the first period,

but we came out on fire in the second,”
he said.
Mankato tied the game at three in the
third, but junior Peter Zingoni scored
what turned out to be the game-winner
with 10 minutes remaining in the game.
DiSalvatore added one more goal on the
power play, taking a cross-ice feed from
fellow co-captain and senior Devin Rask
and pushing the puck past the Mavericks’
sophomore goaltender Jon Volp.
“We aren’t going to point fingers
when we get down,” said Rask.
“Everybody on this team takes
responsibility and we just go out there
and do it for each other.”
Despite the two power play goals by
MSU, Goepfert settled down and
continued his solid play in net. In the
two games Goepfort has started,
Goepfert has given up just one even
strength goal, including a shutout of Iona
College last weekend.
In the early stages of this season, the
competition between Schaefer and
Goepfert is so far a toss-up. Both players
have posted 2-0 records and sport
identical 1.50 goals against averages. But
for whoever starts for the Friars, each
player has the backing of their

teammates.
“We have two unbelievable
goaltenders,” said Rask. “Bobby is a
freshman, but he’s been doing the same
thing for five years. That’s great
competition for them and it’s so
comfortable for us to go out on the ice
and know whoever is in net will play
great.”
Pooley agreed that choosing between
two winning goaltenders isn’t the worst
problem to have. “I think it’s too early
to go with one guy,’ said Pooley. “Bobby
got a shut-out against Iona and Nolan
played well [Friday].”
With the sweep, the Friars move to
4-0 for the first time in Pooley’s nineyear tenure and for the first time since
1990. The Friars also moved up four
spots to No. 11 in the USCHO.com poll
released on Monday. The Friars return
to action on Friday when they open up
Hockey East play against UMass-Lowell
at Schneider Arena.
“From top to bottom, you can’t
expect any easy nights,” said
DiSalvatore about Hockey East play.
“But I feel that the team is ready to go
and I think that it will be another great
challenge for us.”

B&W: If there was ever
time for a change, it’s now
continued from back page
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Men’s basketball head coach Tim Welsh tries to rally the
crowd at Late Night Madness last Thursday.

goal last week was to imitate
last year’s Late Night
Madness as well as they
could. Their efforts just fell
about six days late.
But lessons have been
learned, and next year will be
different. Much different, in
fact, if Driscoll gets his way.
“It’s something we need to
look at and see if [Late Night
Madness] has run its course,”
said Driscoll in reaction to last
week’s debacle. “I’m not sure
if it has the same energy and
value it once had. We are
going to explore some new,
creative ideas.”
That’s the right reaction,
and a step in the right
direction. Granted, I don’t
think that you should just go
out and cancel Late Night
Madness—especially if
you’ve only witnessed part of

a single mess like last week’s
train wreck. LNM serves to
motivate the student body as
the basketball season kicks
off. But you can’t let a fine
wine go sour over time.
Honestly, the Athletic
Department should take this
step back as a challenge.
Combine their strengths in the
department as a whole, and
blow the student body away.
If some people don’t fit that
equation—cut the fat. And if
the student body, especially
groups like Student Congress
and BOP, detract from the
atmosphere of the night? Get
rid of the excess. Cut the fat.
As a graduating senior, I
sincerely hope that next year,
somewhere, someone fills this
space with praise about a Late
Night Madness FanFest,
complete with competitions,
scrimmages, threes, thrills,
dunks and maybe even a

Late Night Madness
serves a purpose to
motivate the student
body as the basketball
season kicks off. But
you can’t let a fine wine
go sour over time.

drunk or two. Providence
College’s basketball tradition
is owed at least that bit of
praise.
And frankly, I’d like to
think my alma mater to-be is
better than what I witnessed
last week.

R.J. Friedman is the Sports
Editor of The Cowl. Comments
and questions can be sent to
thecowl@providence.edu or
CowlSports@aol.com.
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Friars ring up year’s first win
Women’s hockey celebrates
ECAC Championship with
6-0 defeat of Vermont
by

Virginia Ciieng ’03

Asst. Sports Editor

For probably the only time this
season, the women’s hockey team was
content to rest on the laurels of its 2002
ECAC East Championship. In a short
ceremony before the start of Saturday’s
game against the University of Vermont,
the Friars honored last season’s
achievement
by
WOMEN’S unveiling a banner
HOCKEY under the scoreboard
and receiving their
championship rings. After those 10
minutes were up, however, it was back
to business for the Friars, who want to
maintain their focus on the season ahead
of them. As testimony, the Friars
defeated the Catamounts, 6-0, for their
first win of the season.
“I'm glad it’s behind us,” said Head
Coach Bob Deraney about the ceremony.
“You have to pay tribute when you have
accomplishments, but now we can
finally look forward and put last year to
rest.”
Prior to the game, the Friars also paid
tribute to Helen Bert, a former
coordinator of women’s athletics and
associate athletics director at Providence
College, who died on Sept. 30. Bert
helped to establish 12 Division I varsity
women’s sports at PC, including
women’s hockey. The women’s hockey
team will bear Bert’s initials on a patch
on their left shoulders for the remainder
of the season.
“It’s about time we started
remembering the people who frontiered
women’s ice hockey, and Helen had a
lot to do with getting the women on the
ice,” said senior assistant captain
Danielle Culgin. “It’s an honor to Helen,
but it’s also in honor of us, just to see
where women’s hockey has come.”
Despite the distraction of the fanfare
during the ceremony, the Friars quickly
put on their game faces and jumped out
to an early lead. Less than five minutes
into the first period, junior Sarah Youlen
directed the puck into the goal off of
assists by senior captain Jenn Butsch and
sophomore Mara Amrhein. Even though
the Friar offense was unable to capitalize
on any more opportunities for the
remainder of the period, the Friar defense
was impenetrable. Vermont managed to
get off only one shot on goal in the entire
period.
In the second period, Deraney pulled
the Friars’ starting goalie, freshman Jana
Bugden, to give sophomore goaltender
Amy Thomas some playing time.
According to Deraney, Thomas had been
turning in solid performances during
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Junior Meredith Roth (above) and the other members of the 2001-02 women’s hockey team received
their ECAC championship rings (inset) last Saturday.
practice.
phases of the game, and we’re just going spot. The game is scheduled for
“Everyone on our team deserves to to have to keep refining that.”
Saturday, Oct. 26, at 2 p.m. in Schneider
play,” said Deraney. “I have faith that
The Friars’ next game, against St. Arena. The Friars know what they will
anybody can play anywhere, anytime. Lawrence University, will be a need to work on in order to be successful
Our motto is very simple: ‘You earn your significant test to see where they stand throughout the rest of the season.
playing time”
among the top teams in the nation.
“We’ve got to become solid as a
Backed by the confidence of having Providence is currently ranked eighth in group. We’ve got to move together.
Thomas between the posts, the Friar the USA Today/American Hockey We’ve got to hit that point in time when
offense came alive once again in the Magazine Women’s College Hockey everyone is on the same page,” said
second and third periods. Even the Friar Poll, while St. Lawrence holds the No. 7 Culgin.
specialty teams contributed, delivering
two power play goals and one
shorthanded goal. In the end, Butsch and
juniors Kelli Halcisak and Darlene
Stephenson led the team with one goal
and one assist each.
“We played more as a team in the
second and third period,” said
Stephenson. “We brought it up to our
level, not playing down to their [the
Catamount’s] level.”
Overall, the Providence out-shot
Vermont 46-7. The relatively easy
victory against a tenacious Vermont
squad came as a surprise to the Friars,
especially since the Catamounts were
coming off a hard-fought win against
Boston College, one of PC’s Hockey
East rivals. Vermont had also recently
put forth a strong showing against the
University of New Hampshire, a
perennial women’s hockey powerhouse,
and managed to get off 19 shots on goals
against the Wildcats.
I think as a team, we played a lot
smarter, said Deraney. “I think we’re a
lot more diligent and thorough in all

Lame-night
Madness brings
amateur feel to
PC’s Div. I
program

Sports
Friar goalies brand MSU
Schaefer, Goepfort stop 71
shots combined en route to
Providence’s first 4-0
start in 12 years
by

Brendan McGair ’03
Sports Staff

Those students who chose to stay
home and watch Friends and ER
over Late Night Madness last
Thursday made a wise decision.
They were entertained.
However, for the poor citizens of
Friartown who decided to show
their school spirit last Thursday, and
showed up to witness the
“Madness” advertised were sadly
disappointed.
RIGHT HERE IN
They witnessed
the biggest
amateur night
BLACK AND WHITE
at
Providence
R.J. Friedman ’03
College since I
Sports Editor
pulled out two
different driver’s licenses at The
Abbey last spring.
Last year I held my tongue. I
didn’t make a total scene when the
girl who sang the national anthem
forgot the words; I didn’t complain
too much when the emcees running
the show that night didn’t realize a
microphone is for talking into and
not yelling into. Okay, maybe I
made a big deal over the atrocity
that was (emphasis on “was”) our
new mascot last season, but overall,
it was a pretty good show. It was
Late Night Madness as it should be.
Fast forward to last week.
Sound systems gone wild. Missing
DJ’s. Apparently drunken emcees.
This year’s madness had it all. Add
that it was held on a Thursday —
before 9 p.m. — and you have what
many fans called the worst excuse
for a season kickoff since Midnight
Madness’s inception two decades
ago in Alumni Hall.
What many of us witnessed last
week in Mullaney Gymnasium
should never be seen at a Division I
college like Providence. A night
like that wouldn’t pass at a Div. III
school, let alone one of the top
basketball colleges in New England.
If we have one of the more storied
traditions in college basketball as
we claim, we should embrace it.
We should celebrate it.
We shouldn’t ignore it.
When it comes to being fans of
Providence basketball, the student
body does a decent job. They know
the players and the team’s chances
for success in the coming year—a
two-minute layup drill followed by
individual introductions-slashdunks shouldn’t be the only
attraction. Have an intra-squad
scrimmage, a three-point contest.
Pit the women’s team against the
men.
Dare to do something different.
There has been a lot of
discussion over the past year about
the new era of Providence athletics,
all under the lead umbrella of Bob
Driscoll, still in his rookie year as
Director of Athletics. Further,
Friars athletics has hired an Asst.
Director of Marketing, Anthony
Shay, to head up projects
specifically like Late Night
Madness.
Obviously you have to allow the
administration some slack; their
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Is there currently a little friendly
competition down at Schneider Arena?
For the second straight weekend, the
Providence College Men’s Hockey team
started two different goalies, both skating
away with wins. The Friars defeated
Minnesota
State
University,
Mankato,
5MEN'S
HOCKEY 1, on Friday behind a
39-save effort from
senior Nolan Schaefer.
Friday On Saturday, freshman
MSU
1 Bobby
Goepfert
FRIARS 5 stopped 32 shots as the
Friars rallied to defeat
the Mavericks 5-3 to
Saturday complete the weekend
MSU 3 sweep.
FRIARS 5
While the Friars’
season is just four
games old, there appears to be a familiar
recipe that Head Coach Paul Pooley is
using when it comes to who starts
between the pipes for the Friars. In the
2000-01 season, Pooley platooned
Schaefer, then a sophomore, and senior
Boyd Ballard ’01. Each split time in the
beginning, but as the season progressed,
it was Schaefer who became the numberone goaltender as the Friars rode his
strong play into the Hockey East playoffs
and the NCAA Tournament.
Despite the Mavericks outshooting
the Friars 40-37 on Friday, Schaefer’s
strong performance assured the win for
PC. Called on to make 24 saves on the
power play alone, Schaefer turned away
all but one shot on the night.
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Top: Senior goalie
Nolan Schaefer stopped
39 out of 40 shots in the
Friars’ 5-1 victory over
Minnesota State
University on Friday.
Right: Torry Gajda
leads all freshmen in
scoring with three
goals. He scored
one goal on
Saturday against
the Mavericks.
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UConn ends PC’s playoff hopes
1-0 loss to No. 10 Huskieseliminates Friars’ chances of
making Big East Tournament
by

Ryan Durkay ’05
Sports Staff

Sometimes the score of the game isn’t
indicative of the team’s play. This has
been the story of the Providence College
Women’s Soccer team all year long. With
the exception of a 2-0 win over Syracuse,
Providence lost to all of its Big East
Conference opponents by one goal.
While the team played
WOMEN’S well in each game, the
SOCCER Friars couldn’t get the
lucky breaks, and
having lady luck on your side is a major
advantage.
Wednesday’s afternoon game against
the University of Connecticut was a
perfect example. UConn is ranked tenth
in the nation and is undefeated in the Big
East, with an overall record of 12-2-1. All
signs pointed to an easy win for the
Huskies, who have been out-shooting and
out-performing their opponents all year
long. That wasn’t the case, however; the
Friars’ defense played a nearly perfect
game, dominating the UConn offense all
game long.
However, the Huskies scored a fluke
goal on a comer kick with eight minutes
remaining in the second half to win the
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Senior back Naima Montacer (22) scores the game-winning goal for
Connecticut on Wednesday in the Huskies’ 1-0 win over Providence.
game, 1-0. The Friars didn’t put their game and we made them play ours,” said
heads down though; they kept on attacking McAuley.
until the final whistle.
With the loss, the Friars were
“It was an awesome game,” said senior officially eliminated from the Big East
captain Kyle McAuley. “People thought postseason. However, postseason hopes
that we weren’t going to be in this game in the East Coast Athletic Conference
at all, but we proved them wrong. We
UCONN/Page 33
played well, we took UConn out of its

